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U.S. forces may bar ships
from N. Vietnamese ports
WASHINGTON (API - Secretary of
Defense Melvin R Laird indicated
yesterday the United States might use
military force to stop foreign ships
from entering North Vietnamese ports,
and opened the possibility of blocking a
Soviet supply airlift.
Laird implied also that ships now in
North Vietnamese harbors may be
subject to air attack if they attempt to
unload their cargoes.
Although the United States has yet to
receive any official Soviet government

response to the sealing of Hanoi's ports
with mines. Laird said. "There is some
evidence that there was some change in
course" of ships neanng the harbors
which have been mined with devices
activated at 7 a m EDT today
HE DISCLOSED that at least one
Soviet vessel scheduled to enter
Haiphong either Tuesday or yesterday
has shifted course Defense sources
said it appeared to be heading for a
different port
However, a State Department

spokesman said Laird's comments on
the status of Soviet shipping showed
"no definitive pattern" of Moscow's
response to the mining
In discussing, at a broadcast news
conference, what the United States
might do to prevent supplies from
reaching the North. Laird appeared lo
have taken a tougher position than
outlined Tuesday by presidential
advisor Henry Kissinger
KISSINGER had said that no attempt
would be made to prevent ships from

Group stays 2 hours

100 occupy Memorial
By Scott Scredoe
Staff Reporter

An antiwar demonstrator is carried by Campus
Safety officer* from the stops of tho Administration
Bldg. to an awaiting cruiser. Ten students were
arrested yesterday for blocking entrances to
University buildings and parking lots.

JO students arrested
for illegal blockade

i;

Ten persons, all students, were
arrested shortly before 8 a.m.
yesterday when they allegedly
blocked entrances lo the Administration Bldg and two University
parking lots.
All were charged with violating
municipal code section 523 06.
"Unlawful congregation on sidewalks, public grounds "
Each person is free on $25 bond
Arraignment is set for 9 30 a.m.
tomorrow in Bowling Green Municipal Court However, bond can be
forfeited due to the nature of the
offense
The maximum fine allowed if
found guilty under the law is $50
The law under which the arrests
were made reads: "No person
shall congregate with others on the
street, sidewalk, street corner, or
within the parks or public grounds,
with intent to provoke a breach of
the peace, or whereby a breach ot
the peace may be occasioned by
the serious annoyance to pedestrians or by threatening, insulting
or abusive conduct to them; or
refuse to move on when ordered by
a police officer

THOSE

ARRESTED at

the

Administration Bldg were Mark
U I'ague. 113 Rodgers. freshman
IA&SI; Brian J. Tennyson, 222
Rodgers. sophomore I Ed.): James
E. Kellar. 724 E Wooster St..
graduate student; and Richard J
Weber. 377 Rodgers. freshman
IA&SI.

Arrested at the exit of Lot 14.
near Memorial Hall, were Daniel
W. Johnson. 311 Bromfield. freshman i B.A.i and Dennis Korpowski. 125 Rodgers. freshman iA&Si.
George W Macdonaid, 309 S
Church St . senior (A&S); Christopher H Wege. 304 S Prospect St .
freshman lA&S) and David P
Gentholts. 425 .Y Main St . freshman, i A&S i were all taken into
custody at the entrance to Lot A.
near University Hall.
Arrested at the entrance to Lot
N. near the Student Services Bldg.
was Brian W Bock, 110 Rodgers.
freshman (A&S I
The arrests were made by members of the Campus Safety Department

About 100 antiwar protestors entered
and occupied Memorial Hall at about
2 40 p.m yesterday, but all had left by
4:30 p.m No one was arrested.
The demonstrators occupied the
building as a protest to President
Nixon's recent order for U.S. forces to
blockade North Vietnam The building
houses ROTC offices.
The 100 protestors did no damage to
the building, but some protestors, as
individuals and not part of the group,
tore down posters on bulletin boards,
cracked glass on a clock, and set off a
smoke bomb.
THE OCCUPATION of the building
was a result of a 1 p.m. meeting at
Williams Hall to protest U.S. policy in
Vietnam and the arrest of 10 students
yesterday morning for blocking the
entrances of the Administration Bldg
and several parking lots.
After a few speakers discussed what
students could do to end U.S.
involvement in Vietnam, one student
asked the crowd of about 300 persons if
it would like to take part in an act of
civil disobedience to protest the war.
Some of the crowd cheered, and the
student suggested taking a U.S. Army
automobile parked near Memorial Hall
and dumping it in Peregrine Pond,
between Harshman and Kreischer
quadrangles
Protestors moved to the parking lot
but could not find the car.
However, there was a U.S.
government car parked in the lot. Some
students tried to move it, but couldn't
They did. however, tear off the back
license plate and break both tail lights
THE PROTESTORS then decided to
regroup at the steps of Memorial Hall
More students and protestors spoke
to an audience of about 500 people,
again proposing what they could do to
end the role of the United Slates in
Vietnam.
An officer from the Student Body
Organization (SBOl, spoke from a
bullhorn in Lot N. telling the protestors
to come to the Forum of the Student
Services Building, where they could use
a microphone.
Some of the protestors and the SBO
officer argued for a few moments, then

decided to bring the microphone to the
steps of Memorial Hall
One student said she had struck
classes the last lour years and had gone
on antiwar marches the last three
years, but it had no effect on stopping
the war She then said she was going to
sil in the ROTC building because it

would be an effective protest
THE 1M protestors then entered the
building.
Some of the protestors talked to
ROTC cadets and instructors about
different issues, but discussion
seemed to center on the role of the
U.S. Army in Vietnam

landing supplies Hut Laird, when
asked specifically if he intended to
leave the impression the United States
would stop ships l nun going in. replied
"That is what I meant to leave "
"I consider the entire land mass of
North Vietnam would be an area (or
delivery of war material." he said at
another point, suggesting that any
effort to fly supplies could be met
with American lorce
Our policy is to slop the delivery to
the North Vietnamese of these supplies
and we will take those actions that are
necessary to slop thai delivery." he
replied when asked if the United States
would attack by sea or air any foreign
vessels attempting lo enter North
Vietnamese waters
AND WHEN asked if the United
States would block a Hussian airlift, he
answered: "We will take sleps thai are
necessary to see that these supplies are
cut off that are being used to carry on
this aggression and this marauding,
throughout Southeast Asia "
As Laird spoke. US warplanes were
carrying out the heaviest raids over the
North in more than four years, hitting
targets in the Hanoi-Haiphong area and
further north about 60 miles from Ihe
Chinese border

Primary tallying slow
By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Political Writer
Sens Hubert U
Humphrey and
George S McGovern turned their
attention to the next crop of presidential primaries yesterday as the
campaigners gave way to the ballot
counters and a long, slow tally of the
votes that awarded the national
convention delegates of Nebraska and
West Virginia

Humphrey held the lead for a majority of the Nebraska delegation, in a
state where
Democrats chose
McGovern in Tuesday's presidential
preference test But the count was
inconclusive, and ballots from the area
where McGovern ran strongest in the
preference vote won't be tallied until
today.
The same slow process ol counting a
complex delegate selection ballot was
underway in West Virginia In the first

Vietnam convocation
scheduled for noon
The University's lirsl convocation
concerning the recent actions taken by
President Nixon in Vietnam will be
held today at noon in the amphitheater
behind the Union
The convocation will include a tape
recording of President Nixon's address,
and a speech on the history of American Vietnam involvement leading up to
the blockade
Dr. L. Edward Shuck, director of
international programs, will deliver the
speech
A general planning session for those
interested in hejping with the convocation will be held at It am at the same
location.
CONCRETE ideas for the convocation series, termed "Spring in
Vietnam." were formulated yesterday
at a joint student, faculty and adminis-

tration meeting in the Administration

Bldg.
Dr. George Herman, vice provost and
administrative representative to the
meeting, described the session as an
attempt "to move toward a daily
convocation series continuing throughout next week.'' supporting positive student efforts to protest the Vietnamese
situation.
It was decided at the meeting to bring
in outside speakers for the convocations The speakers will include both
supporters and opponents of Nixon's
policies.
Workshops following tomorrow's
scheduled convocation will act as training sessions for educating students
about Vietnam, prior to a massive
attempt at carrying student viewpoints
to the surrounding community.

trickle of returns there. Humphrey's
supporters weren't doing as well as
their candidate did in sweeping to a
presidential preference victory over
Gov. George C. Wallace of Alabama.
TUESDAY'S preference polls bound
no delegates. The impact ol the
McGovern win in Nebraska and the
Humphrey victory in West Virginia was
purely psychological.
The real stakes. 35 Democratic
National Convention votes from West
Virginia and 22 from Nebraska, were
settled in separate competition
Exactly what happened in those contests will not be clear for some time. It
could be Friday before all ol West Virginia's delegate contests are settled
McGovern went into the Tuesday
primaries leading with 322 delegates.
Humphrey had 235' z and Wallace 213.
Both contenders were in Washington
yesterday, with Humphrey staging a
campaign foray to Baltimore, for
Maryland's primary next Tuesday
McGcvern was to campaign today in
Flint. Mich., for the Michigan primary,
also next Tuesday
INCOMPLETE
and
inconclusive
returns from Nebraska showed delegates backing Minnesota's Humphrey
in the lead for 12 convention slots.
McGovern men for 9. and Sen Edmund
S Muskieof Maine for I.
McGovern's share seemed certain to
increase No votes had been reported
from the Lincoln area, site of the state
university, where the South Dakota
senator ran strongest in the preference
hallntinp

Bomb damages court
BULLETIN
A small laceedlary device exploded
la tke back el a jeep parked at tke rear
el tke SMth Military Police Co. ol tke
Okie National Gaard armory ea E.
Woeater SI. shortly after midnight this

■•»».

Tae aatkeritfes had jasl begaa their
taveatigattaa aad ao additional
taianmattaa was available at press
ttase

■

A device described as a "lead pipe
bomb" caused extensive damage to the
entrance area of the Bowling Green
Municipal Court Bldg early yesterday
morning.
The damage was discovered at 8:30
a.m. when Kenneth Schauweker, clerk
of municipal court, arrived to open the
building.
Residents of the area reported hearing an explosion and breaking glass
about 12:30 a.m.. but no one reported
the incident to police.
The incident is under investigation by
Bowling Green Fire Chief Howard Rutter and members of the city police

force.
All glass in both doors of the entrance
and a nearby window was broken. The
bottom portion of an inner door was
shattered by the blast.
Also damaged were a portion of the
ceiling in the courtroom and the courtroom door, which was splintered with
small glass fragments
A partition between the courtroom
and the entrance area was moved
nearly one inch by the force of the
blast
Rutter said the damage appeared to
have been caused by a device housed in
a six to eight-inch length of galvanized
pipe He said the explosive used was
black powder similar to that used in an
old flintlock gun
Investigators speculated the device
was slipped into the mail slot of the
outer door
Debris from the explosion, including
fragments of what is believed to be the
pipe that contained the explosive, have
been taken to a laboratory for investigation, according to Rutter.
Workmen were on the scene shortly

after 10 a.m. yesterday repairing the
damage. In addition to the doors, the
ceiling and paneling of the entrance
way will also be replaced.
For the second straight day. Campus
Safety received reports of several
bomb threats and at 9:50 p.m. last night
a fire was reported in Hayea Hall.
Following an investigation by
campus officers, the city fire department was called to extinguish a blaze
in 201 Hayes. One piece of fire equipment and four firemen were on the
scene for about 20 minutes.
Cause of the fire has not yet been
determined nor was any damage estimate made available.
Shortly after 5 p.m. yesterday,
Campus Safety officers reportedly discovered a mysterious device in Overman Hall, but no details concerning the
incident were released.
Bomb threats to the Education Bldg .
University Hall and the Union were
also reported yesterday afternoon. No
bombs were found and only Hanna was
emptied:

Bomb
damage

Damage fa Ihe Bowling Green Municipal Court Bldg., caused by an explosion,
was discovered yesterday morning. No damoge estimate ha* bean re loosed.
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opinion

organize
"This is it. We'vc'finally reached our objective, but now we
can't do anything with it."
The woman was standing in the doorway to Memorial (fall,
home of the University's ROTC programs. She was among the
protestors who marched out to the building yesterday after a
hastily called antiwar rally in front of Williams Hall.
As usual, after the protestors got out there, they didn't know
what to do next.
Yesterday's demonstration was a tired and worn repeat
performance of every protest held on this campus since antiwar
sentiment began to rise.
Students are frustrated, so they have a rally The rally doesn't
accomplish anything, so they form a march. The march doesn't
work, so they rally somewhere else.
Has anything been accomplished?
Are students ever going to form a solid front against the war
and Nixon's Indochina policies if they waste their time fighting
among themselves about who will speak next, what car they'll sit
on next or what door they'll hold open?
Is that going to end the war? Is that going to get Nixon out of
office1
Yesterday once again proved that students can't even get
together on a symbolic protest. And it makes one wonder whether
they'll ever get together on their opposition to the war or to
Nixon.
Discussions are long, discussions are boring, but until those
who oppose the war find out exactly where this community stands
they had better start discussing-seriously and at length-their
views and possible alternatives to the meaningless protests we've
witnessed thus far.
If all this community can muster up are a lew people who can
think of nothing more constructive than kicking a door and
hundreds of others who can do nothing but stand by and shake
their heads, then it isn't proving a thing to anyone else except
protestors here are all self-righteous asses.
We must get together now to determine where we as a
community stand, and. if that stand is truly in opposition to the
war. what we as a community can do to effectively make our
opposition known.
If we don't get together, we'll merely continue to play games in
front of Williams Hall or ROTC classrooms, and we all know how
much that's accomplished.

•me BG news

protests need structure
By Rev Ross Miller
Guest Columnist
Many of us are stirred to new levels of
moral outrage by President Nixon's
latest Vietnam policy decision. We are
disgusted by the incredible rhetoric
accompanying his announcement of the
embargo on shipping to North Vietnam.
We cannot believe that the American
people will accept this action as an
alternative to "treachery." or that
anyone or any nation will be convinced
that our primary concern is the
protection of our troops and their (ourI
honor

lifting actions are being proposed with
reference to past models of dissent. The
familiar theme of closing down the
University resounds again with jabs at
administrators and the quality of higher
education at BGSU.
In other words, students are acting like
students in that world apart known as the
campus If our intramural political
games are clever enough, large enough,
or destructive enough.they may merit a
few APor UPI lines
According to Rennie Davis, they may
hearten some Vietnamese. But what
effect will these actions have on U.S.
policy?

THE QUESTION for us. the outraged,
is what to do. What actions can make a
difference? Teach-ins. strikes,
moratoria. marches, acts of civil
disobedience-all have had. and may still
have, some effect.
Once again, symbolic consciousness-

MR. DAVIS also reminded us of our
power We are citizens, even voters, with
power to act beyond the walls of BG or
BGSU We are constituents of Senator
Taft who calls the President's decision
"courageous."
What if the Senator got 10,000 letters

Lerrers
^

how long will we wait?
Rallrnnm
After I left the Grand1 Ballroom
Tuesday and reflected on what
happened, I was a bundle of mixed
emotions.
I walked around campus trying to
figure out the storm in my soul, a storm
which is increasing in intensity all the
time, a storm which is continuously
being felt by more and more people
everywhere.
I felt strangely sad I asked myself
why more people cannot become aware
of the grave situation the world now
faces. I wondered if the status quo life of
our society is so ingrained, or if the
system is so all encompasing that no
amount of revolution will really change
anything...

I WONDERED how long would the
American public stand by believing it
exists in a truly free society. Is our
existence in truth a sham, a charade
within a sphere so huge we fail to realize
the extent it controls our existence'1 The
thought is terrifying
We are indeed part of a crisis-oriented

snrirlv It seems
uvmv our
mir backs
h.w ks must be
hp
society.
pushed to the wall before action is taken
We are fast approaching the wall,
friends. The fate of the world is resting
in the hands of men. men of this nation,
who have perpetuated a war for over a
decade in one form or another.
Open your eyes! At least realize it's
your neck on the atomic chopping block.
Realize as you stand by in a democratic
society, the world as we know it could be
drawing to a close

SHEEP. GO TO your classes unless
you're hung over or tired from getting
laid last night. Close your eyes to any
positive action to become aware of the
crisis which faces us. Leave the problem
to the freaks
If anything happens in the coming days
that could possibly tune you in to where
this country's at both pro and con, it is
your duty as a citizen and human being to
be aware of the issues involved and to act
as you see fit. The classes can wait along
with everything else.
At this point we're closer to the end
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from distraught persons on this campus engaging in tax resistance.
and maybe 5,000 from concerned parents
Few of us can even get paper, pen,
and friends around the state? Each of us envelope and stamp together-a powerful
has a congressman worried about re- tool of the John Birch Society and the
election or a would-be congressman League of Women Voters (a preferable
sensitive to public sentiment, a model).
sentiment which is increasingly
If we want to do consciousness-raising
"antiwar" if results of presidential about the war we will have to sacrifice.
primaries and support for Senate and First, we will have to do our homework.
House resolutions to cut war funds are Second, we might possibly have to set
any indication.
aside personal habits and preferences
We can design actions to build this (language, hair style) if they impair our
opposition. We can lend support to effectiveness.
current campaigns against corporations,
Third, we will have to organize:
like Honeywell, which make some of the meetings, structure, long-term
more awful anti-personnel weapons of commitments.
the war.
At present those in power can rely on
the short
interest
span and
IT IS TIME to come of age in Bowling disorganization ot most protestors. A
Green. We have the guts, bravado, and group organized against the war, with
imagination to close streets. What we regular meetings even during cold
find more difficult are the disciplines weather, would be taken seriously, even
required for political actions, whether if its initial efforts didn't make
working for a peace candidate or "Newsweek'."

Two years ago on an Ohio campus four
lives were taken, unjustly and in vain.
They died not because of deed but
because they believed in an idea.
An idea that death and war is morailv
wrong They knew that trouble was
awaiting them in the form of either tear
gas. fire hose, or gun but still they
marched on for what they thought was
right.
Life is a precious thing given to us only
once Because their lives were taken so
tragically I believe their deaths and their
ideas were crystalized in time and space
SOME PEOPLE seem to think their
deaths are just "water under the
bridge." but I say NO! Through their
ideas their deaths are immortalized in
every man's heart who thinks dying for a
just cause is right.
In my opening paragraph. I stated that
the lives were taken unjustly and in vain.
I say unjustly because 1 think death could

have been avoided. I say in vain because
I do not think that many people here at
BG really care
The trivialities of life are more
important, the date, the car. etc.
THE PROOF was shown May 4 when a
Moratorium was held and classes should
have been boycotted. One day out of a
busy or non-busy schedule was all that
was asked One day to commemorate an
idea and those who died for it is all.
From what I hear from most people
classes were amply supplied with
students.
So instead of a day of woe and
misfortune. May 4 passed on unnoticed
by many I know four people who will
never feel the warmth of sunshine
against their faces again Was it just
"water under the bridge''"

'ALl FOR HUMPHREY OVER McGOVERN - I HOPE WE'RE GETTING A
REPRESENTATIVE CROSS-SECTION . . . '

David Florea
427 Compton

than any
anv of vnu
you nut
out there in fairyland
care tn re?lize or want to realize.
But no. wait till the bombs start falling
then shout all your curses to the heavens.

It'll do
An just
iuct ahnut
a much good as what
It'll
about as
you're doing right now.
Doug Bugie
302Prout

this was may 4
In response to the growing demand for
"majority" news items, I respectfully
submit several worthy reports from the
bowels of the silent majority.
Treadmill, NY.
May 4, 1972 7:63 a.m.
Icarus Bloat. Branch Manager of
Citizens Trust. Branch 33, a young man
on his way up, arrived at the MetroRapid station wearing his $70 jacket,
parked his 1972 Electra. and lit up a
"Smart Set" low tar and nicotine
cigarillo as he boarded the train for
another week of productive labor.
Shadowlawn. Wisconsin
9a.m.

Mrs. Essie Simms. a widow of 45
years, celebrated her 98th birthday at
Golden Haze Rest Home by rising from
bed. anticipating a bowel movement for
the coming Tuesday, receiving her
hourly adrenaline mainline, and returned
to sleep in the rec room
Bowling Green. Ohio
9:45a.m.
DAEDALUS BLOAT, senior majoring
in Business Ed., woke from a stupor in
Anderson Hall nursing a Howard's 3.2
overhang, showered, re-bleached his
hair, and arrived punctually at Eng. 243.
Accounting 225. Outdoor Camping 300.
and Invertebrate Anatomy. Falling
asleep in the TV lounge, he awoke just in
time to switch off the 6 30 news and
catch the 19th rerun of episode 27 of "It
Takes a Thief" Later that evening he
was admitted to the Health Center with

severe paraffin burns
shoulders and back.

about

the

Berkeley. California
12 noon
Delerio Schott, TV production
manager for KBLH. Los Angeles,
tightened his cravat, pulled up his
imitation denim double knit flares, and
recorded his 42nd lifetime make in a
phone booth outside of Dino's
Thermonuclear Lounge A-Go-Go.
Atlanta, Ga.
5 47 p.m.
JIMMY PUREBLOOD, Bowling Ball
Hole Inspector for Brunswick and parttime peace officer, arrived home in his
'51 Edsel. beat his four children and
three neighbor kids into a comatose
state, consumed a pint of OLD HEAVEN
HILL and re-primered the right front
fender of his '57 Chevy.
Oxnard. Ohio
11:01p.m.
Amie Simple, housewife and mother of
two. redecorated her one-room
apartment in orange, re-welded the
hitching post boy and the stone
flamingos, prepared three TV dinners
while emoting on "Secret Stench", and
beat her pre-school daughter repeatedly
for dropping dog offal in Uncle Hubris'
Geritol formula.
THIS WAS MAY 4th AND THAT WAS
THE NEWS.
Daniel Lasse
304 Anderson

fault lies in coordination
WE DO NOT know how Mr. Newtones
On May 3 President Moore
participated in a "rap session" in the and Miss Fraser distinguish between a
Offenhauer main lounge. As a result of politician and a university president, but
that session he was accused of being we believe the prime function of a
"more like a politician than a university university president is to gather
president" in a letter in the May 5 issue information, to organize information,
and to draw from this information a
of The BG News.
We would like to attempt to clarify the decision with the best interests of the
situation. President Moore was ill- university community in mind.
He does this by several means. One is
informed about the discussion format
with several
and the topics involved. This was in part communication
the fault of us. the coordinators of the departments and organizations. Another
is by participating in informal "rap
event.
Despite the misunderstanding of the sessions". By attending these sessions
topics. President Moore did encourage President Moore is partially performing
questions. He did attempt to answer each his function as a university president.
question, and if he could not. he offered
Steve Corwin
to the audience several sources capable
211 Offenhauer West
of answering the specific question. We
Angela Drake
feel this was a genuine effort on his part
516 Offenhauer East
to help resolve the question raised
Coordinators of the above-mentioned
THE FACT should be known that no
one person, even a university president,
has all the answers. It is because of this
fact that specialized departments have
been formed to supplement the work of
the president.
We have followed President Moore's
suggestion and are presently planning
another "rap session" with
representatives from housing, the dean
of students office, and possibly from the
food service department for the very
near future.
As the letter in the May 5 issue
implies, many of the questions asked
were concerned with future policies.
There can be no absolute answers given
to questions about future policy. Such
questions can be answered only in theory
for circumstances which are unseen may
lead to change.

event

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters to
the editor and opinion columns Letters
may comment on any other letter,
column or editorial
Letters should be a maximum of 300
words, typewritten We ask that
columns be no more than four typed
pages triple-spaced
The News maintains the right to edit
all submissions that exceed these
limns or with respect to the laws of
libel and proper taste.
Letters and columns must include the
author s name, address and phone
number, and may be mailed to the
Editor, co The BG News. 106
University Hall.

ThaMl N.wi, Thunder, May 11,1*71/P»a*a-.

U.S. raids on North heaviest in 4 years
SAIGON (AP) - U.S. jets
shot down seven MIGs.
bombed the Hanoi-Haiphong
complex and ranged over
other scattered areas
yesterday in the deepest and
heaviest air attacks on
North Vietnam in more than
(our years
Hanoi claimed 16 U.S.
planes shot down and many
pilots taken prisoner. The
U.S. Command in Saigon did
not mention any American
losses
One more ' period of
daylight remained before
U.S. mines dropped in North
Vietnamese ports are

automatically activated
IN
WASHINGTON.
Secretary of Defense Melvin
R Laird said one Soviet
cargo vessel and possibly
more had changed course
since the mining of the ports
Tuesday morning to cut off
war supplies
Laird reported 16 Soviet
vessels in Haiphong, the
North's chief port, along
with five from China, four
from Britain and 11 others
Irom various Communist
countries
The mines are set to
activate al 7 p.m. today-7
a.m. EDT

A Hanoi broadcast said
U.S. planes attacked the
Soviet cargo ship Pavek
Tuesday
in
North
Vietnamese waters, causing
heavy damage and wounding
four crewmen.
A PENTAGON spokesman
in Washington said "no ships
were targeted'" by US
planes But he added that in
the mine-seeding operations
Tuesday there was heavy
firing between US. planes
and North Vietnamese
ground installations and the
spokesman did not rule out
the possibility the Soviet

vessel could have been
caught in crossfire
Another Hanoi broadcast
said a U S destroyer was set
afire by coastal guns while
she shelled Haiphong
yesterday Hanoi claimed
two other destroyers were
set afire off Haiphong on
Tuesday
In Saigon. President
Nguyen Van Thieu imposed
martial law throughout the
nation apparently to
strengthen the government's
hand in dealing with the
North Vietnamese olfensive
that began March 30.
THIEU ALSO fired I.I

Gen. Ngo Dzu as his military
commander in the central
highlands where the enemy
has taken over territory and
threatens to seize Kontum. a
provincial capital.
The U.S. Command in
Saigon announced the
massive air strikes on North
Vietnam and said more are
in store
Yesterday's raids earned
to rail and fuel storage sites
"in the vicinity'' of Hanoi
and the major port city of
Haiphong, the command
said It did not pinpoint the
distances of the targets from
the two cities

Mining protests reach Capitol
By The Associated Press

Ambushed
froops

In An Ninh, South Vietnam, children rid* home from school
post the bodies of 15 Vwl Cong soldien. Tho troops war* killed
in an ambush by local militia.

Protests of the mining of
North Vietnamese harbors
reached the U.S. Capitol
yesterday
Speaker Carl Albert iDOkla. I barred all visitors to
the galleries of the House of
Representatives for three
hours as about 300 youths,
nearly all black and described as high school students, chanted antiwar slo-

Campaign costs outlined
WASHINGTON (API
Democratic
presidential
hopefuls have spent at least
$8 million so far and could
Rouble or even triple that
figure before the party picks
its standard-bearer in July.
Top spenders to date are
Sens Hubert H Humphrey
and George McGovern.
between $15-2 million each.
Alabama Gov. George
Wallace, at least $500,000:

and Sen Edmund S Muskie
who invested $1.9 million
before dropping out of the
Democratic primaries
The $8 million is a bare
minimum estimate based on
public documents and other
sources and doesn't include
money spent for various
candidates by dozens of state
and local committees.
Generally, however, state
committees appear to have

dealt in relatively small
amounts of money
MOST
CAMPAIGN
contributions have come
from individuals in amounts
ranging from $5 to several
hundred thousand dollars in
loans.
Far more spending is
expected by Humphrey.
Wallace and McGovern, the
three leading Democratic
contenders remaining from

Memorial Day classes
All classes scheduled to
meet between 8 a.m. and 5
p.m Monday. May 29. have
been canceled in honor of
Memorial Day observances
However, all classes
scheduled for 5 p.m. or after
will meet.
Offices
in
the
Administration Bldg will be
closed all day. although
other University offices and
facilities may remain open if
area supervisors consider
the services offered by these
offices essential to the day's
activities

\\i

ACCORDING to John D
Hayes, director of personnel
services, holiday pay will be
given to regular full-time

classified employees
provided they are in an
active pay status on either
the normal workday
immediately before or
immediately after the
holiday.
Any employee absent
without leave on either of
tboae days will not receive
holiday pay unless his
absence is excused by.
Hayes
Regular temporary fulltime and regular temporary
part-time employees will
receive holiday pay for the
portion of the day they
normally would have been
scheduled to work.
If a full-time classified or
a regular temporary

Don't Forget A Gift For
Your Mother

employee is required to
work May 29. he will receive
holiday pay and may also
elect to be paid for the
actual number of hours he
works or save those hours to
be used as compensatory
time.

a once-crowded field of
presidential aspirants.
Ten
presidential
primaries, including the
costly battlegrounds ot
California and New York, lie
ahead.
Whatever the final
primary campaign costs
before the July 10
convention, interviews with
financial advisors to various
candidates and spending
reports required under the
new federal elections law
indicate Democrats are
certain to emerge from the
primaries having spent far
more than the $9 :i million
debt that lingers from 1968

gans outside. Later in the
day he reopened to them
The group also staged a
sit-in at the House's Cannon
Office Building
Democratic Senators
Harold Huehes of Iowa and
Alan Cranston of California
said they will lead a prayer
vigil on the Capitol steps at 7
a.m. loday-the hour the
mines are scheduled to be
activated.
CRANSTON and Rep
AbnerMikva Mil ■ called
on students to converge on
Washington to urge their
senators and representatives
to oppose the latest war
moves.
The Californian said he
fully supported the National
Student Lobby's call to
mobilize public opinion and
legislators around end-the
war legislation
Layton Olson, the Lobby's
executive director, said
President Nixon, by mining
the harbors and extending
the bombing, had "activated
a domestic time bomb.
"It is clear that the only
way to end this war is to
legislate an end.'1 he said.
Mayor Richard Daley of
Chicago, long considered a
hawk on Vietnam, said he
did not believe Nixon had the
right to mine the harbors.

— BIKE RACESaturday, May 13
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THE UPPER ROOM
COFFEE HOUSE

NANFITZ&VERNULERY
FROM BLUFFTON COLLEGE

SATURDAY, MAY 13-9 P.M.-l A.M.
243 N. MAIN ST., BOWLING GREEN

NEW SPRING QUARTER PROGRAM

CANTERBURY INN
thurs: 3 for 1 and 2 for 1
plus LIVE MUSIC
HAPPY HOURS

FRI. 2-6

SAT. 4-6

FRI. & SAT. NIGHTS— ALL NIGHT

2forl
UPSTAIRS AND DOWNSTAIRS

Playing for two weeks
SHOP AT

The Powder Puff
525 Ridge St.

A demonstration at
Brooklyn College broke up
when participants were
threatened with arrest, and
about 50 Western Reserve
University
demonstrators
were dispersed by police in
Cleveland
MEANWHILE, students it
Nichols College, a four-year
business school at Dudley.
Mass.. voted overwhelmingly to support President Nixon's policies in Vietnam
The vote among .169 students who took part in the
balloting was 71 per cent in
favor of Nixon's policies.
25.5 per cent opposed and 3 5
per cent with no opinion
A DARTMOUTH College
chaplain and the head of its
drug information program
were arrested when antiwar
demonstrators blocked a
driveway and tried to persuade employees of the
Army's Cold Regions
Research and Engineering
Laboratory to stay away
from work.

Mother's Day Special!
Sunday, May 14
CDCC
with every reservation,
a Mum's Day Cuke1'
Sunday Special —
Mom 1.1 CltnL, n Uinii.,
tnel \cilaH potato
bread bev
■■

only

•J'O CO
Jt.jU

dnteil

Make your reservations now'.'
353 7675

This is

Soroettyrpq 0if|'epei?t
945 South Main Street
Bowling Green.Ohio

PRESENTS
FOLK SINGERS

w

Law students at Florida
State University in
Tallahassee wore black armbands, but otherwise that
campus was quiet.
In most places during the
day police and other law
enforcement officers
appeared to be maintaining
order

Delta Upsilon

ACCOUNTING MAJORS
C-c~.li

GOV. REUBEN Askew
ordered 100 law enforcement
officers to Gainesville where
220 youths were arrested
during demonstrations Tuesday at the University of
Florida
Demonstrations resumed
yesterday in Gainesville
when about 250 students
blockaded a highway bordering the campus with a rope
barricade
The blockade began after
several hundred students
attended a rally where they
heard Sen. George S.
McGovern. speaking by telephone from Washington.
say: "Nixon's behavior is
more like a king acting out
of divine right than for a free
society."

PRIMARY COLORS"
THURS., FRI., AND SAT.

PRICE

Charged with obstructing
an officer were the Rev
Harvey Pinyoun, 28. and
Donlon Wade. 23
About 100 students at
Swarthmore. Pa.. College
went to Washington to tell
their congressmen they
oppose President Nixon's
intensification of military
pressure.
In Madison. Wis . about
400 law students at the
University of Wisconsin
marched to the state capitol.
After a few peaceful hours,
violence erupted when they
tried to block entrances to
the federal building.
"People Against the War'"
held a noon rally on the steps
of St Patrick's Cathedral in
New York, but a church
spokesman said they had no
connection with the Roman
Catholic archdiocese.
Students at the University
of Syracuse and the Univer. sity of Rochester continued
their occupations of administration buildings at those
New York Slate institutions- ■

MAUERGREEN
APARTMENTS
2 Bedroom Furnished
An Conditioned

4 man S220/month
3 manSi 95/month
Summer rates
$130/month
Call today

352-6717 or
352-7660

*■#• 4/Th» BO Nm, Thwr**«r. May 11, tff)

Report dissents
on Kleindienst

TONIGHT
ONLY!!!

WASHINGTON (AP) Three Democrats on the
Senate Judiciary Committee
are urging the Senate to
order further hearings on
Richard G. Kleindienst s
nomination as Attorney
General before voting on his
confirmation.
"The Senate must decide
whether or not it is going to
be a party to a whitewash."
Sens Birch Bayh (D-lnd .).
Edward M. Kennedy IDMass. ) and John V Tunney
(D-Calif.) said in a minority

X
:•.

LASALLE S
2nd SPRING COLLEGE
NIGHT

Actors will
be featured

on LI.V.E:

You're Invited

The Improvisational
Theatre, a group of actors
who use few costumes, no
make-up and an "ad-lib"
acting style, will be featured
on "LIVE" tonight at 10
onWBGU-TV.
The group will perform
fable theater-modernized
enactments of tales such as
"The Emperor's New
Clothes" and stories from
"Aesop's Fables."
LIVE." host Clay
Waite will interview the
theater's co-directors.
Stephen Carr and Joe
Blades, doctoral candidates
in theatre. Members of the
cast will tell how they
prepare for a performance.

7:00-10:00 P.M. - TONIGHT - THURSDAY, MAY 11
CHARGE ACCOUNTS AVAILABLE
TO ALL BGSU STUDENTS

APPLY & CHARGE TONIGHT

Education bill
proposed Tues.

DOOR BUSTERS
KNIT SPORT
SHIRTS
Young Men's knits in new crew
necks and some zipper frontalso some Wallace Berry knits.
S. M. L. XL compare at $5-6.

3

$299
DRESS SHIRTS
Our own brand Supre-Macy Dress
Shirts-solids, stripes, new patterns-permanent press, easy care
fabrics comp at $5-6.50.

FABERGE
Fragrance
Foursome
includes
Aphrodisia.
Woodhue.
Tigress,
and Flambeau
cologne, orig.
$2.50.

9*

$

FABULOUS
SAVINGS
ass't

tonight

3

99

MEN'S BELTS
Young men's fashion belts-Choose
t from our large assortment Leathl er-1 "?-2" width, comp. at $5-$8.

$199

2

FAMOUS JOCKEY
NYLON UNDERWEAR
i

I Nylon stripes in briefs, shirts,
boxer shorts, rag. $2.50-3.
Spicully priced

1

by Charlie's Girls. A wide assortment of stripes and prints in cotton, and polyester Sets consist of
shorts and midriff top. and shorts
and rank tops, assorted colors
S, M, L.

99

ASSORTED
MACY TOPS
100% polyester-washable,
colors rag. $6.

TWO PIECE COTTON
SHORTS SETS

2

$199
ONE OF A
KIND SALE
Ass't Misses Sportswear. SkirtsSlacks- Suits -Shorts Tops-etc.
broken sizes-as is! rag. $5.99$50.
tonight

5|M %99
JUNIORS
Boot-top
and Pant Any wear
Coats Ideal with slacks or i?ans.
Water repellent, many styles to
choose from Bright and Dark
shades, sizes 5 to 13, compare at
$30-34.

on assorted Junior Sportswear
A wide assortment of shorts,
tops, skirts, etc, assorted colors,
broken sizes.

$

$.99 i^ 2*l
GREAT ASSORTMENT OF SALEPRICED JUNIOR
SPORTSWEAR
Sweaters, skirts, pants, tops, etc
Assorted colors, broken sizes,
were from $8 $32.

WHITE COWHIDE
FASHION BELTS
Ideal for all your summer fashions.
S. M. L. All finest quality comp.
at $4 8. $5

«99

LASALLE'S OWN
ONE SIZE ALLSHEER SANDLE
FOOT
Reg.
$1.50.
Beige-suntanbone -taupe-navy.

45

00

EARRING
JAMBOREE

Clip styles only Buttons, drops,
showers, etc. ass't. colors, tailored and dressy styles., comp. at
$1-$3.

2/1

19

$IA90

00

ENTIRE FABRIC
STOCK - 20% OFF
Every bolt of spring-summer fashion fabric reduced from our regular slock prints, solids, embroideries, linings, knits, and more.
For College Night Only.

SLEEPWEAR
BARGAINS
Look what one dollar will buy.
Hurry in and choose from the wide
assortment of nylon tricot and
blend sleepwear styles-gowns,
baby dolls, long gowns, not every
size in every style, so be early
orig. $5-$13.

2
LASALLE'S

49

report dissenting from the
committee's recommendation that Kleindienst
be confirmed.
"IT IS shameful that we
have been cut off before the
job is done." they said
yesterday in declaring that
all the relevant witnesses
have not been heard.
The committee voted 11-4
on April 27 to reaffirm its
support of Kletndienst's
nomination after 22 days of
hearings on a charge of
political deal in the
settlement of anti-trust
cases against International
Telephone & Telegraph
Corp
The investigation was
undertaken at Kleindienst s
request after publication of a
memo purportedly written
by ITT lobbyist Dita D.
Beard linking the settlement
to an ITT pledge of up to
1400.000 to underwrite this
year's Republican National
Convention
BAYH. Kennedy and
Tunney said. "The
committee really does not
know enough to be able to
conclude with confidence
that Kleindienst did or did
not know about the ITT
gift
"He says he didn't,' their
minority report said, "but
his didn'ts just have not
" stood the test of time. He
does admit to constant
contacts with White House
aides, who might have told
.him. but we are unable to get
the testimony of those
aides "

only

1*1

*|00

COLUMBUS '.-\r 1 Tin' Ohio General Assembly began
another bipartisan attempt yesterday at carving constitutional legislation that would provide stale aid to non-public
schools.
Applauded immediately by House Speaker Charles
Kurfesi. a bill introduced Tuesday would allow credits
against the new state income tax for parents of parochial
school students.
The measure was introduced by Rep Norman Murdock
(R-77), Cincinnati. It had another Republican and two Democrats as co-sponsors.
MURDOCK SAID the bill would go to his Health. Education and Welfare Committee within the week Kurfess predicted final House floor action on the measure around June
1
The lax credit plan for non-public schools is aimed at getting around a recent U.S. District Court opinion that ruled
state financial aid to parents of nonpublic students was
unconstitutional.
The legislature, as part of the income tax-budget bill, had
allotted parents $90 per nonpublic school student per year
during the current biennium.
THAT LEGISLATION was intended to circumvent another
court decision that said direct state aid to parochial schools.
95 per cent of which are Roman Catholic, was unconstitutional.
Kurfess said the court, in striking down nonpublic school
legislation, appeared to leave the door open to a tax credit
approach

Insurer practices
called questionable
WASHINGTON (APt More than 700 large
insurance companies use a
central computer to swap
information on the medical
histories of customers, the
Senate Antitrust and
Monopoly
subcommittee
was told.
At issue are coverage gaps
in various policies, the
controls exercised by
insurers over the quality and
cost of services consumers
receive and the value of
health insurance as an
investment.
The head of the firm that
collects the medical data
defended the practice:
Leonard
Woodcock,
president of the United Auto
Workers Union, called it
collusive and questionable.
JOSEPH C. Wildberding.
executive director of the
Medical
Information
Bureau
(MIB)
of
Greenwich. Conn., said his
company gathers medical
records from approximately
700 insurance companies for
use
in
evaluating
applications.
"Among applicants for
insurance there are the
forgetful, namely the ones
that don't remember their

hospital visits three weeks
ago." Wildberding said in
testimony submitted to the
subcommittee.
"And there are the
outright cheats: people with
ailments who are willing and
anxious to have someone
else pay the extra cost of
their protection." he said

Second Penny
Dreadful on
sale next week
The second issue of The
Penny Dreadful will go on
sale next week
The issue has been
expanded to 16 pages and a
temporary change in format
allows more space for
writing.
This issue will include
short stories, poems, book
reviews and part two of an
interview with poet Diane
Wakoski
The Penny Dreadful will
be sold on campus, in the
University bookstore, the
Greyhound bus station.
Metamorphosis.
Little
Pleasures and The Lobby.

r

I Police break blockade

Th.t«(tow*.MM** May II, 1973/*,.$'

Answers demonstrators

ROTC captain speaks

at Administration Bldg.

■:■■-

ByCkWyS-ob
EdKariai Editor

By Jim Carey
Staff Reporter

A MAN THEN approached the
demonstrators and struggled to break
through their blockade The four University
policemen converged on the group and began
to pull them away from the west entrance
Some of the students scattered, others
remained, shouting at the policemen to arrest
all of them

While the majority .of the University
community slept yesterday morning. 10
students were arrested for their alleged
attempt to form a blockade of all vehicular
entrances to the campus
Before the traffic into the University
reached its early morning peak, six students
were arrested at various parking lot
entrances and exits.
At approximately 7 20 am . about 75
demonstrators began to block the west and
east entrances to the Administration Bldg

Four students were taken to two police cars
on the opposite side of the fountain They
were handcuffed, frisked and photographed
before they were escorted into the vehicles
About 25 demonstrators swarmed to the
police cars with their hands above and behind
their heads yelling at the University
policemen to arrest them also

WITHIN a matter of minutes, city and
University police cars began cruising
Thurstin Street Four University policemen,
clad in riot helmets, filed out of a University
truck and assembled in front of the fountains
At about 7:45 a.m.. when it became
apparent that pedestrian and vehicular
traffic was increasing, two policemen
approached the protestors at the west door
The demonstrators were told they would be
arrested if they did not make a path for the
workers who would be entering the building
The group moved closer together.
Shortly before 8 am a woman who was
apparently a staff member, tried to enter the
building, but then turned around when the
group of protestors refused to allow her to
enter the building.

THE DEMONSTRATORS finally returned
to the west entrance By this time, most of
the staff members were entering the
building without interference from the
protestors
Shortly after 8 am. the blockade dwindled
and about 25 demonstrators entered the
Administration Bldg. followed by University
policemen. No attempt was made to remove
the group from the building
Business began as usual on the first floor
The protestors then derided to disperse and
meet later at Williams Hall to plan a march
to the city building where bail for Ihe
arrested was expected to be set
A formal march never materialized

Captain R.T. Stongw, instructor of ROTC,
spoke with antiwar protesters yesterday
afternoon after the group entered and
occupied Memorial Hall.

Captain R.T
Stanger.
instructor of ROTC,was put
on the spot
IV was probably attending
to everyday work before
about 100 people entered the
ROTC building yesterday
afternoon to protest
President Nixon's recent
decision to mine the major
port entrances and rail
passages to North Vietnam
And because his office is
near the entrance to the
building, he became a
spokesman for ROTC
"WE'RE NOT picking on
you. but on the whole army
and military force." the protestors kept telling him
"North Vietnam and South
Vietnam are two different
countries that do not grt
along together." he said
"What the United States is
doing is trying to prevent a
takeover. No one has the
right to choose a form of
government for another ."
Captain Stanger said when
the United States first

became involved in Vietnam, its cause was a valid
one. He said he is worried
about what North Vietnam is
capable of doing now.
"I don't think the United
SUtes should play the role of
policeman in international
affairs.'' he said He added
that he might consider a
solution turning the Vietnam
conflict over to the United
Nations and withdrawing
U S.troops
According to the captain.
Nixon's recent action might
be a mistake. I'owever. he
said he disagrees with people
who say it is illegal
"ELECTRONIC devices
in warfare are great If those
mothers are coming after
me, I want to know where,

and when and how they're;
coming." He said this type. .
of warfare was "beautiful'"',
because in the long run. less.'
Americans would be killed.
"If I had my way, this war
should have been over four
years ago." he said. But; ::
because of increased;.
involvement at that time, it
is too late now for any means;
to make the war effective,
he said.
"I don't think any war is
moral." he said "Theonly
way to end war is to con-':'
vince people that therecannot be any more fighting;.;
and any more armies
"This goddam war has*.-'gone on too long It would be*
nice to have peace It would :'■'
be nice to have no war. Bui
right now we can't," he said

Crisis Phone
352-PLUS

Students organize telegram campaign
Public Service telegrams
are a service of Western
Union which enable persons
o send telegrams to
-ongressmen at a reduced
rate, according to Christine
Matesich, senior (A&Sl
Ms. Matesich and two
other students are
canvassing the campus,
urging faculty and students
to express their opinions on
relevant issues by sending
one of these telegrams to
their representative.
The telegrams cost S1.25.
for 15 words or less, which

she said is about S4 cheaper
than usual
"THIS IS an alternative to
letter-writing, which some
people are unwilling to do."
Ms. Matesich said
The SI 25 does not include
the cost of name and
address, according to Ms.
Matesich. but it is possible
for students to send
telegrams together.
She said the cheapest way
to do this would be for only
one student to sign the
telegram since extra

signatures raise the cost
However, additional
students can be mentioned in
the body of the message
"This is one of the positive
ways the entire Bowling
(Jreen comm ,iity can work
together," she said Ms
Matesich. Kitty Ratchford.
sophomore lEd I. and Beth
Waddel junior (Ed), have
over 30 forms filled out for
the
public
service
telegrams
It is not necessary to fill
out a form to send the
telegrams, according to Ms

Matesich She said persons
who have private phones can
call Western Union and have
the telegram added to the
phone bill.
' It's important for people
to feel they do have a voice."
Ms Matesich said
MS. MATESICH said both
Sens William B. Saxbe and
Robert Taft Jr., have come
out in favor of President
Richard Nixon's recent
decision to mine North
Vietnamese harbors.
She said she doesn't think

this is a true cross-section of
their constituent's opinion
and the people should tell
them so. "not by blocking a
building but by sending them
tangible evidence."
Ms Matesich added that
students should keep in mind
that this is an election year
and the telegrams will have
an effect.
"This is not something
that has to be done today or
tomorrow, it can be done
next week." she said.

Start Savin'
It Again

Procedure not unusual

Health Center on 'alert'
The Student Health Center
was put on "yellow alert"
yesterday following a
reported bomb threat in
I'anna Pall, according to Dr
James Olms. director of the
center
Dr Olms said a classroom
at the health center was
cleared of students and set
up for emergency use Pe
said the room was
partitioned in half-one half
to be used as an additional
emergency room to
supplement the already
established facilities and one
to be used as a "clearing
station."

after an emergency, such as
an explosion. The physician
on call examines persons at
the clearing station and
decides where they should be
sent next-emergency room,
x-ray or to be treated and
released
In- Olms said the health
center has been using this
method of preparing for
possible emergencies for
two years and that
"virtually every hospital in
the United States has a
similar set-up."
Pe said the physician on

Cnngmtulntions

A "CLEARING station."
according to Dr. Olms. is a
medical station where all
casualties are first brought

TOM
HARTLAND

TONIGHT AT THC

on

SIDE DOOR

U.A.0. presents —
Robin Williams
8:00-1100

ODK

call makes the decision to
have the added facilities set
up, a process which can be
accomplished in about 15
minutes Pe added that the
facilities are set up
whenever there is a possible
emergency, which could be
anything from a bomb threat
to a severe storm warning
The physician on call
decides whether to call in
additional doctors and
nurses if the pressure

increases, or whether to give
the "green light" and
disassemble the room
DR. OLMS said he planned
to leave the facilities set up
at least until the end of the
week, or until things "cool
down
"When a threat comes in, I
take it seriously and set up."
Dr. Olms explained. "It's
better to be prepared than to
have chaos."

This Saturday
Register 6:00 p.m.
First car off 7:00 p.m.
West Pdtkintj Lot Ice Arei..i

FOR MORE INFO

-*• 372 2343

•Sucked Corned Beef
• Sucked Roast Beef
• Sucked Ham
•a a ban or Iullaa bread
oaly
• Italian Salami

$1.00

The Alpine Trio Fri. & Sat. 8:30-12:30

Music for Listening & Dancing
Vlponhnrn Km B
11-11 Mini S;it 1
irs Mam
Ihmnliiu n I!',

Dining Km
II in Mint S:it.
12 KSun,
UKJK

gafOBBH Do*
Thursday Night is
BGSU & BGHS Nile
I.D.'sNec. Includes
All Area Students -$I.M

B0 Opens 7 30
Cartoons at 9:15
at 9:30

In Bowling Green —
— when it comes to
pizza —

which
double-decker
i/ Ihe biga.e/1
meal /leal?
Big Shel" from BURGER CHEF'"! Like Other
double-deck burgers, Big Shef's" two beefburgers topped with melted cheese, chopped
lettuce, and special sauce, all on a bun. But
unlike the others, Big Shef's- on sale at 2 for
89c' It's the biggest meal steal in town, so
holdup your hunger at BURGER CHEF'* and
get away with big savings!

"The Frogs "at 11:30

PETTI'S
ALPENHORN ROOM
SPECIALS
1
2 Spaghetti - V2 Lasagna
• Meatball

SUMMER RATES
$110 Per Month

Eve. at 7:25
SPECIAL LATE SHOW FOR
THOSE WHO ARE
SQUEEMISH
Fa. tat »«

wKJwmwm

Sandwiches

THURSTIN MANOR
APARTMENTS

Spring Fun Rally

bonus buns

w/meal sauce, Italian Salad,
„, _„
Bread & Butter
"^ $1.5U

However, she said the longer
people put it off, the less
enthusiasm there will be
Ms Matesichsaidgenerally
most people have chosen to
send telegrams to Saxbe
since they think Taft usually
lakes a more conservative
stand on issues
Anyone wishing to send a
public service telegram or
wanting further information
should call Ms. Matesich at
352-0473 or Ms Waddel at
352-7029.

It's
the
day
that
Nature
strikes
back!

Big Shef Regularly 55c each
Now thru Sunday

2 „ 890

££ isanello s
is the name of the game

_ I MMtf •MJaaMMNnBftXMNai

"FMOrURRV MH1AM (HJ<t»

SMI man .S-.1.-.SK. a--i

FAST. FREE DELIVERY
5 p.m. to 1 a.m.
(Fri. & Sat. to 2 a.m.)

352-5166
352-5169

Evi" atV20
at 11:45

Woody Allen's

"bananas"

Family Restaurants
510 E. W00STER

^»«/n»WN«».TWcU«r.»T"'»™
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ATTENTION STUDENTS!

CHERRY
HILL
VILLAGE
IS NOW UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
AND BOASTS INCOMPARABLE FEATURES;
One and One Half Baths
Wall to Wall Carpeting

Central Heating and Air conditioning

• Electric Range & Oven

Refrigerator/Freezer, Disposal

Patio Gas Grils

FANTASTIC PARTY HOUSE

INDOOR SWIMMING POOL

Rental Agent - Suite 67
741 HIGH St.
352-6248

Furnished Two Bedroom Suites
as low as $57.50/month with 4 occupants
Special Lease Terms Available

BATES & SPRINGER, INC.
Managers

TS. M Nm, ThurWay. May 11. 1*71/*^. 7

Commission reports findings

Marijuana-sex appetife linked
WASHINGTON (AP)-If
you like sex. the chances are
good you'll like marijuana, a
government
commission
reports But it cautions that
the drug is no aphrodisiac,
nor does it heighten sexual
enjoyment for all users
The National Commission
on Marijuana and Drug
Abuse said it found evidence
that marijuana appears to
intensify pleasurable experiences and heighten the
senses for many users, even
though parts of these effects
may be psychological
"It is this fact which probably explains why substantial proportions of marijuana
users characterize
their
sexual experiences under the
influence of the drug as
particularly intense, prolonged,
sensuous
and
pleasurable.''
the
commission said
IT SAID substantial numbers of persons report they
are more interested in sex
after smoking pot. and found
evidence that marijuana
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P * taliei on a drH«r«nt p«r»p«<liv« whin vi«w«d
from the «y« l«v«l of this little one. People leem bigger ond
getting around may bo a bit more difficult when crawling on
all four*.

Study yields statistics
on sexual experience
WASHINGTON lAPl - A
study of unmarried girls
between the ages of 15 and 19
indicates that nearly half of
those who are 19 have had
sexual intercourse
By age groups, the study
showed among 15-year-olds
13.8 per cent had had
intercourse.
16-year-olds
212 per cent. 18 year-olds
37 1 per cent, and 19-yearolds 46 per cent .
This figures out to an
average of just 29 per cent of
non-virgins among the whole
group
Despite this
wide
familiarity with sex. the
study indicated most of the
girls did not practice
contraception regularly
THE STUDY prepared for

the Commission on
Population Growth and the
American Future included
interviews with 4.611 girls
aged 15-19
Applied across the United
States it concluded 46 per
cent of 19-vear-old girls
have had sexual intercourse
But researchers Melvin
Zelnick and John E. Kanter
of the Johns Hopkins School
of Public Health found that
nearly two-thirds have had
only one partner in sex
And regardless of their
sexual experience, the study
found teen-age girls "are
greatly misinformed about
the time during the
menstrual cycle when there
is the greatest risk of
pregnancy "

BAHAI FAITH
WHAT IS RACE?
WM FOUNTAIN &
HOWARD TANGLER

7:30Thurs.
115ED.BLDG.

THE
RESEARCHERS
found 41 per cent of the black
girls questioned and 37 per
cent of the whites reported
no sexual activity in the
month preceding the
interview indicating most of
them had infrequent sexual
encounters
There
were
some
dramatic racial differences
"At age 19. 80 per cent of the
black females have had
intercourse in contrast to 40

B-jj-j-j^HB-.—

per cent of the whites." the
study said
"These data suggest that,
while proportionately more
blacks
have
had
intercourse." it said, "it is
the white non-virgins who
have sex more frequently
and are more promiscuous.''
More than half who have
had intercourse have never
used a contraceptive or used
birth
control
only
sometimes, the studv said.

Selling Insurance

is noimy job ■M»4r*V

Open 1'ui-s
7:30-8.

"AT BEST, available evidence is inconclusive,'' the
commission said It said
research indicates generally
that the more a person uses
marijuana and the more he
or she expects it to intensify
sexual pleasure, the more
likely it is to do so

Mich, appeals
school ruling
WASHINGTON i API-The
state of Michigan has
appealed to the Supreme
Court to stop a federal judge
from integrating Detroit's
largely black public schools
with white schools in the
suburbs.
The Detroit case is the
first to reach the Court in
which the Justice Department has sought to intervene
to slow down integration.
The judge. Stephen J
Koth, has found both the
state and the Detroit Board
ol Education at least partly
responsible for "the segregated condition' of the city s
schools and said he will
order some kind of areawide
integration plan
Frank J
Kelley. the
Michigan attorney general,
told the court in a petition
yesterday that unless it
reviews Hoth's ruling soon.

up to a million children in 86
school districts could be
loaded onto buses next
September to attend schools
far away from their homes.
THE STATE said Roth s
findings that officials fostered segregation are
"clearly and patently erroneous " Kelley said racial
segregation in Michigan public schools has been illegal
since 1867 and that there is
no evidence that any of the
suburban districts are
guilty
tin Tuesday. Judge Roth
denied the request until Congress acts on President
Nixon's proposal for a moratorium on court-ordered busing Roth has completed
hearings on possible integration plans and is expected
to order one of them into
effect soon

Delta Upsilon
—TRIKE RACE—
Saturday, May 13
2:30

UNION OVAL

buy ii

V ^-4g7

Martin R. Stancik

^L^3k

352-7532

^K^kr\
mZ
M
WF\t iM

MUTUAL LIFE
INSURANCE CO
OFNEW YORK(M@NY)

Summer Work
$500/pr. month

Now — when you finish your drink,
just whistle for more
like in the days of yore "with ...

new whistling

Family

Research also showed that
marijuana users are more
sexually active than nonusers For example, the
commission said, one survey
of more than 500 college
undergraduates found that 72
per cent of marijuana users
had engaged in premarital
sex, while only 34 per cent of
nonusers had done so.
BUT THE commission
said it isn't clear whether
pot leads to sex or sex leads
to pot The same survey
found that of those who
reported having sex before
age 16. only 7 per cent denied
trying any illegal drug, while
fully 47 per cent of the virgins said they stayed clear of
drugs as well as sex
The commission's findings
on marijuana and sex occupy
five pages of a 1.282-page
appendix to its main report,
released earlier this year
That report, which found
no evidence that marijuana

is harmful when smoked less
than once a day, omitted any
mention of the sex findings
One commission official said
they were left out because
they're
"dynamite" and
would have drawn attention
away from the main findings

Day care
committee
seeks aid
An ad hoc committee to
study the possibility of
establishing a University
operated day care center is
seeking
a
female
undergraduate to serve on
the committee.
Interested women should
contact Jack Bamberger.
Student Body Organization
coordinator of involvement,
at 372-2951.

B.G.S.U.
"SPRING
GAME"
Brown Vs. White

SATURDAY
MAY 13th

Men and Women
Cleveland,
Toledo, Columbus,

Char Broiled Steaks and
Chops

12 VARIETIES
PANCAKES &
l-'l.ES

effect on a lot of others, and
may even decrease sexual
desire in some

- helping you

— FEATURING —
Full Course
Dinner

relaxes inhibitions and
reduces a person's normal
restraints against sex, allowing users to respond more
freely to sexual desires
But even so. marijuana
isn't the aphrodisiac that
many of its fans claim it to
be. the commission said
While pot makes sex more
enjoyable for a lot of men
and women, the commission
said, it also has no such

Akron, Canton

VYAF

Join WAWR Sports Director
John Paul Jones and
John Snyder for all
the action —

thru Sat.

Sundays 7:30-7:00

412 EAST WOOSTER
BANQUET ROOM

NOON SPECIAL DAILY
I '»'>^.f"'
*lw£ft ' '" ' '

^JSjrfiTP*-

" Ifir1 '

Surprise
MOM
with a
Shirt
Printed Just
For Her

-NO WAITING-

THE DEN
LARGEST SELECTION A VAILABLE

:

.'

&'

Authentic reproduction of glass
bottom mug in lead free pewter
■ faithfully detailed even to the
■!<ot or "whistle" on the underside
the tr.iJiiiun.il "$" shaped handle used in days of yore to summon the barmaid when the mug
was empty! Capacity, 16 ounces.

$13.50
PIRFECT GIFT FOR A MAN
. . . TROPHY OR AWARD
ASK ABOI TOI'R tNGRAV.
INI. OR ITCHING SERVICE

-*"

NATIONAL

IHVff.

COM..«y

many other styles & prices in stock

FREE!
—with any mug
purchased, you get — FREE
your choice of one of four
BGSU charms!

Stonegate
Company
Summer placement program will be interviewing on Thursday,
May 11 at the Holiday Inn across from
campus. Interviews will
be at 10, 12, 2 and 4.
These interviews will
last 30 minutes. Car
or access to one is
necessary.

WAWR RADIO
93.5 FM
Gametime 1:15 p.m. E.D.T.

A SERVICE OF THE B.G.S.U
SPORTS

NETWORK.

DIVI-

SION OF WAWR SPORTS.
master charge

n. isi-mi

Peujo «/Tha M N.M, ThtMtuiay, Moy I1. I o7J
i

Fliers'responses vary

Sfress reactions studied
MIAMI (API - A study of
some 200 American airmen
rescued after they were shot
down in Southeast Asia
shows the majority reacted
logically
to
the stress
situations.
Dr Anchard F Zeller. an
Air Force research scientist
from Norton
Air Force
Base.
Calif.,
said
the
responses of the downed

fliers
"ranged
from
optimism to sheer panic."
Zeller
addressed
the
Aerospace
Medical
Association convention in
Miami yesterday
The 200 fliers studied
ranked from enlisted men to
colonels, and 134 of them
carried out precise, logical
efforts to help rescuers.
Zeller said

SIXTY-SIX
showed
abnormal
reactions
including deep depression
and panic Some yelled "into
their microphones, berating
the rescue forces for real
and imagined ineptness." he
said
Very few of the downed
airmen
showed
much
concern for food or water.
Zeller said, and only four
reported that they took time
out to pray.

"But there were two fliers
who just had to have a
cigarette." he added.
Zeller said nearly all the
airmen
reported
great
discomfort
from
insect
bites.

HE SAID SIX of the 200
men were spotted by enemy
forces and
managed to
escape, and two came face
to face to with the enemy
and escaped.

THURSDAY IS BGSU NITE
ALL AREA STUDENTS
IDs REQUIRED
BOWLING GREEN — TEL.

NOW! — Monday thru Thursday
7 a 10

Sit

2 30. 7 a 10

1

352 0265
| SUNDAY - OPENING 'TIL I P.M. - ADULTS Sl.i

HELD OVER 8th RECORD WEEK!
WILL POSITIVELY END TUE., MAY 16
Fitday

s 00

STAMVM-

8PM

Sun

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Copr

72 On I Pe«urei-Co«»

ACROSS
1 Ward en a
Japanese ahip.
S Testa.
16 *
were
marching.,.":
2 words.
14 "
love..."
15 Aspect.
16 Nine inches.
17 Hasardoos car
maneuver: 2
words.
19 Incline.
20 Forest sights.
21 Birde.
23 Routine doingi.
24 Decoroua.
25 Don alar on TV.
28 Athletic event:
2 words.
31 Superior and
Huron.
32 Roulette bet.
33 Season in the
Bols.
34 Solo.
35 Thread holder.
36 Atmospheric
blight37 Bow the heed.
38 Artreaa Leslie.
39 Piece of leather.
40 Fairy tale
beginning: 2

words.
42 Hag.
43 Roulinr.
44 Slander.
43 Bordeaux.
47 Laurel tree: 2
wordi.
51 Call, aa a taxi.
52 Motorist's
purchase.
54 Companion of
the radiea.
55 Tilled.
56 Salad.
57 Pant.
SB Berlin', forte.
59 drowns.
DOWN
I Fog.
2 Asian river.
3 Roller roaater,
for one.
4 Frogman's
milieu.
S Famoui:
2 words.
6 Crates.
7 Functions.
8 Zodiac sign.
9 Church, landmark in Rome:
2 words,
10 Norwegian
princess.
11 Hot rodder: 2

wards.
12 Desire.
13 Objects.
IS Needle-eases.
22 Blew.
24 Holey device.
25 Pampai.
2* Brother of
Miriam.
27 Motorist's pur
chase: 2 words,
28 Vcatment.
29 Make up for.
30 Safe blower*.
32 French
landacapial.
35 Salem and
Springfield.
34 Most concise.
3
' Raise to the 3rd
power.
39 More exact.
*1 Pert of a cap.
42 Splits.
44 Type ot music.
45 Sound of en
engine.
46 Refrain syllables.
47 "Streetcar" hero.
»" Actor Lugoal.
*Q Mohammedan
call to prayer.
50 Treea.
53 New: Comb,
form.

• NOW SHOWING •

il

EVE

I 25 9 30

SAT « SUN

BEST FOREIGN FILM

Thursday. Mav II. 1*72

The Chnslian Science llrganization will have their
Testimonial Meeting tonight in I'roul Chapel .ii 6 30 pm
Campus Crusade for Chrisl will inecl lonighl at 7 pm in Ihe
P acuity Uiunge ol the Union

ikvf Tk^

fes&sa
I tOUNOTTUCSI A1»UM AVAIL A* I OH WMMtQUtO XCQWDtl

HUMYI Wilt END S00/HI
-NEXT ATTRACTIONTHE FRENCH CONNECTION" J%

There will be an emergemy meeting ol Black Sludenl
Union in Room 210 in Math-Science Irom 7-9 pm
Ksecuhve Coum'il
The I1.III.II Club will meet lonighl el 7 30 pm In 115
Kilm .iliun Hldg Toward Tangier and Hill Fountain will
speak on the topic. 'What is RtCt?" and Ihe Bahai Kailhs
altitudes toward race

VITTORIO DF. S1CA S

the Garden of the Finzi Continis
SiAfTinst Dominique Sands, Linn Cj.politir.io. Helmut Bcrgcr,
Pru<Jm<\l by Arthur Cohn •nd Ciinni Hctht Lui*n. in color, gg

Wanted/.Mirropriones and
stands Call 2 5852. Larry

BOWLING GREEN FLIGHT SCHEDULE
Cost

Pott

Route
Columbus - Ams - Lon - Col

6/13-8/4

Detroit - London - Detroit

6/17-9/3

Cleveland - Lon - Ams - Cleve

7/23-9/19

Columbus - Lon - Ams - Col

8/4-9/5

International Folk Dance will meet tomghl al a 30 pin in
room 108 of the Women's (iym

WANTED

• OPEN BAR AND MEALS

ROUND TRIP JET

Performances of Noel Coward's Private Lives" will be
held lonighl through Sunday at 8 pm. also a matinee at 2
pm un Saturday All in Joe E Brown. U fall

Thanks for a pledgii good
lime'

EUROPE $209
$196
$216
$196
$206

Wanted to buy-A used Boy s
lOspeed Good condition
Call 372 3727

i. Sludanlt Inltinational s 40 Page European Trip Guide (Fit*)
Car and Mototcycle Rental, leafing, and Purchase
' Travelers' Insurance: Air Fare, Medical. Baggage
i Travel library. Language Books and Maps lor Use or Purchase

TOTAL

$13
$13
$13
$13

• Passport Applications and Vaccination Certificate Forms
• Intia-Euiopean Charter Flights and Transportation Schedules
• Eur ail. Oriirail Passes. . .Hostel, Hotel Bookings

Administrative t Travel Services By:

WORLD WIDE CHARTER —
STUDENTS INTERNATIONAL
621 Church Street
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104

'"1

To receive money abroad
quickly ond safely, ute

I AMERICAN EXPRESS!
FOREIGN REMITTANCE SERVICE

AMEX and Students International have created an EMERGENCY MONEY ABROAD KIT
to help with your travels. It's Iree. . please write US,
IH siltpiia is pit nti shut of Hit laM cnulti cost loo/tcl re mcrna 01 ttcnist ttpindina upon loM wmtti ol »*mc«M»fl is pit CAB itfiltlioiis
0pm only to tictltr still studtnis A immtdntt Itmilms ol this uoimsitr

— charter —
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The BG News needs
experienced salesmen-pick
up your application todav1061 |!>ll

Congratulations
Karan
Dully on being selected as
Sigma Nu Sweetheart Juan

Wanted-Two go-go girls and
one barmaid to work 9 pm In
I am Thurs -Sat Call 351
0514 after 6 pm

Ride needed to O U May 12.
(or 2 Will share expenses
Steve 2 1701
Ride needed to N Y C or
anywhere in N J May II. 12
Will pay mi share Call 352
9332
Ride needed to Roch. N.V.
Mav II or 12 21577
2 need ride to Pgh. Pa May II
or 19-2-5515

Admin.
Chrg.

HV
$196
$13
CAL
$216
$13
LWD
$196
$13
IWD
$196
$13
MEAIS A OPEN BAR DEPOSIT HOLDS SEAT NON-STOP JETS
ftU Sl»l PH IS m 8»T» SHAM 01 m TOtAl QURII8 COST SUaJICI TO WCBHS1 OK 0ICBUSI OtPINDINC Ut>0M
toui NUUMI » puncruns «s pm MB HMNA1MM OPEN OMT to (ACUITY STUOINIS I ISSMIDHII tMILKS ot
THIS utuvm Slit

-student/youthfare $213•uNEWTORK
It in. pistil Stvaim Youth Ferts lc charters SI wiH book yon in Iks eerier asm and isats
ol »oui choice We will guiianin toe Ire Invest possible tares We will confirm vow boobies,
and give >o» tree a (.Utopian Ti«j Guidi and American Espials Money Servival Hit ' see|Kt
logovornminl appiovel
FOR All FlICMtS IHt FOLLOWING FLIGHTS ARE AVAILABLE
JK
London. Pen
SI 6 (SLudenl (
■£■■
$22 leoulll
London.'Arniieidam
si6
_» — m
aam .__.
$25
London Rome
SAO

KLCVI

TRAVEL SERVICES AVAILABLE
Travel Irbrerv laagaage Books and Maps lor Use w Pvitbau
Steeenls Inmnenonal i 40 Page Salopian Tia Gerdi IFIHI
Passporl Applications and VMCinalion Cerldicato Forms
Cat and Motelcecle Rintal Lining and Perchase
Inm Eaiopiia Charm Flajbls and Traasporlamn Schedotes
Treveleis laureate Ai Fare Midicil Baggaga
Eerad. Brmad Passes Hesiei Hotel Beebiags
CONTACT:

WORLD WIDE CHARTER/
STUDENTS INTERNATIONAL
621 Church Street
Arm Arbor. Michigan 41104
(313) 769-5790

CAKOONA Good luck in the
Miss BGSU Contest and
happy birthday, too' Love.
Andi
Congratulations. Pikes, on
winning volleyball and
healing Ihe Sig Ep's Love
Irom your little sisaes
Earrings
Mushroom

49c

Kappa Sigs Make sure your
dates Are HUNgry lor
.Saturday
Meatball
a goat, but
something
wonderful

llilt color |iiini ol Ian
Anderson t4 00 mounted
Call 352 7846
Pat Sale II«I5 red Hrp*t4M
Call Paul 352 78M
69 I'ontiar Firebird 400
■ onv
PS
I'll
4 spd
pnsilrai lion 11525 I'll 3525017
Used mini bike A I used
ski's ti bools. all best olter
cheap' Call 352 6376

ANSWER TO MfVIOUS PUZZLE

«
.

no luck on finding
I'll come up wilh
better You're
I'D

Araie. you're our man
Thanks for your interest
Sisters of Alpha Chi Omega
Gymkhana Sunday May 14.
Reg II 30. ice arena parking
lot. rain or shine
DON'T
FORGET.
THURSDAY 3 (or I and 2 for
1 and the New FRI A SAT 2
(or I at the C I
Robin
and
LesCongralulations and we wish
you the best' The sisters o(
Kappa Delta
Phi Mu Hope Marathon is
coming' May 12-7 30-12 00
pm in the Mid Am Room
HOPE lo see you there'

Fast Fun in the mommg-huh
Mus"
Congratulations lo Jack
Gross and Howie Jinkutson
on being elected Sigma Nu's
outsundng sensors Greek
Sujs combine punch and
parties m a Mini Mu fashion

Wanted. 1-2 or 3 males to
sublease apt (or sum Air
cond . Rec Center. Special
Kales-June Iree Call Gary
atJ52-7300
Beautiful apartment
Cheap' Apt 26 Greenvtew
Completely pannelled and
352 5680

Needed lor2M students 4
man apt 311 E Merry For
tall TO Ph 352-7365

'60 Buick runs good Musi
sell. 3527951
1947 Ford 2-door
timid
condition 1400 Call 2 3059

For lease or sublease, fun in
the sun. summer or fall, call
Greenview Apt
352-1195
Serious, but swinging
management

1971 Vespa 180 cc Kxc cond
Ph 354-4185.2 2473

Single A double rooms-sum
A fall near campus 352-7365

Fiat 124 Sporl CP 5 speed
radlals phone 352 6305 eve

Bowling Green's only
exclusive recreation room
Healed Indoor Pool-Gas
Fireplace-Parly
Room
w kitchen facilities and barOutside Courtyard w patios
and gas gnlls-Dance AreaLocker Rooms 4Ds Club. 7th
A I'igh. Ph 352-9378 or 352
7SJ4

For Sale
20 inr bike
w training
wheels,
convertible for boys girls I
yr old. 820 354 5701 alter 5
pm
SCUBA lank backpack Iwo
regulators, compass, more
8150 comp Barb 3524418
'69 VW bug. exc cond Call
686 4941 after 6
70 Cuda 3 spd Inrl, 24DOU
Bronze blk. ml 372-1904
66 TR4 Triumph Exc cond
353 6751

68 Datsun 2000 5 speed,
convert Excellenl i-ond 352
5771
For Sale t Grand Prix 352
7378
69 Charger K T Uemi. many
extras 352-4335 Larry
1985 Ford Galaxie 500 PS
P B Auto Excel cond 8800
or best oiler 352-7714
1986 VW clean Call 352 7149
233 W Merrv
20" electric (an. toaster, ice
chesl. typewriter 10 gal
aquarium with (liter A hood,
small stereo Call 353-3022
Chris
Honda CH 160 lor sale Very
gd cond Call 354-9561

Shop lor ihe LOWEST
Record A tape prices at
Finder's Records and Tapes

Now leasing lor Sept Haven
House Manor at corner ol
Mercer A E Wooster Model
open 7 days a wk 8-5.7-11 pm
Tue-Fri 1-5. 7-11 pm Sat and
Sun at 7th 4 High 4Ds Club.
3529378. 3527324. 352-7444

Scuba Club Members
Treasure Dive-Saturday
May 13 Meet at Natalonum
II Warn

One (emale roommate
needed-fall quarter only 2
blocks from campus Call
3524140

Get in shape lor summer al
Trim Figure Salon Student
programs at reduced prices
Hurry out to IH> W Poe Rd
and start your program
today

I F ■ male roommate (or the
summer Close lo campus
Call 3544442

Purple

DON'T
FORGET.
THURSDAY 3 lor I and 2 lor
I and the New FRI A SAT 2
(or I al Ihe C I

I male roommate wanted to
sublet new AC apartment 4
blocks from campus Call
3524446 after 6 pm

1967 Sears 106 re cycle 1500
miles Excel cond 8230 or
best offer 3527714

Purple

DUN T
FORGET,
THURSDAY 3 for 1 and 2 lor
I and the New FRI A SAT 2
lor I at Ihe C I

PERSONALS

BOWLING GREEN UNIVERSITY

Earrings
Mushroom

Summer Studenls-skilled
carpenters to convert bam
to aparlmenls-353.1192

HIDF-S

For inloimation and
reservations contact.-

CUSTOM ENGAGEMENT
RINGS by Philip Morton,
your diamond or ours Or
other stones 515 Conneaut
353 9932

I'KI.P WANTED

Admin. Chg.

TRAVEL SERVICES AVAILABLE:

w

22

~«®*~ CLaSSIFIED -9MMCA gruuu seminal devilled to woman-lhe wholeness ul her
person and the now in whirh she may enjoy rrealive
expression Opi'n to all persons-married single or
engaged May II. 2 pm. St Thomas More University Parish
Discussants Mania tiuinanand Marsha \cuinan

"THE ■HEATHER' IS A MOVIE THAT SEEMS TO HAVE
EVERYTHING! WARMTH. VIOLENCE. NOSTALGIA. THE
CHARISMA Of MARION IRANDO IN ONE OF HIS FINEST
■EfOIIMftMCIl, AN THE DYNASTIC SWEEP Of AN
rTAUAH-ANfJUCAN 'MM WTTN THE WINO'I"

Univertrty Activities
Office
University Union
372-2343

)i

1"

11

"
"

■

■

27

26

CAMPUS CALENDAR

HMO—el iOWIW ItfaMasgaiieva

Dates
ROUTE
6 13-8 4
Col-Ann-lon Col
6/17-9/3
Del-London-Del
7/13-09/19 deve-lon-Cleve
1/4.9/$
CoUon-Ams-Col

25

■

12

-Holli.Alprri.sji.iroV

"ft SUPERIOR WORK Of POPULAR ENTERTAINMENT!
REMINDS US Of THE VANISHED PLEASURES Of THE OLDfASNHMKI RANCHER MOVKSI WHAT MORE COOtl WE
P0SSHM. Y WANT FROM ft HOWE7 NOW OFTEN. THESE 0AYS
00 WE On ANYTHINB LIKE All THAT?"

372-2343

■

1

II

May well be the loveliest film of the year.

-VMMM C«Wf M». Vort !«••

UNION ACTIVITIES OFFICE
UNIVERSITY UNION

la

■8

17

,0

2. 3 SO. 5 30. 7 25. 9 30

ACADEMY AWARD WINNER

"THE TEATS FIRST REALLY SATISFYING. 118 COMMERCIAL
AWRKAN mm. IRE »f THE WIT SRUTAl AND H0VTNS
CNROMCLES Of AMERICAN LIFE EVER DESI8NED WITHIN
TNI UMTS Of POPULAR ENTERTAINMENT."

671
511
673
681

•

a

7

6

; "|

BRAVO BRANDOS GODFATHER

TV
CAL
LWD
LWD

5

m°

2. 5. 8 P M.

'THE GODFATHER"

Fit. No.

1

4

TO

STUDfNI PIICES FOR THURSDAY
AND SUNDAY Witt NOT APPIY TO ■

mix

3

2

14

4-man summer apt
oiler 352-0428

Best

I bedrm apt. air, pool, utl
tree. June free 354 8641
2-bdrm. lum air cond
available for summer
8130 mo 3SJJ37I7. 352 7660
Needed 1 A 2 students to
occupy Campus Manor Apts
with other students BG's
lines!
2 mm walking
distance Irom Adm Bldg 20
various business at your
Iront door Ph 352-9302. 352
7385. 352-4045
Need I man lor 2-man 2 bdrm
apl Fall 352-4335 Larry
Apl (or summer across
from Rodgers A rooms (or
summer A (all Ph 3524045
Furn house June or Sepl
ph 352-0861
Ed apts (or grad students
who need privacy A quiel
Near campus. June
occupancy
For summer
only or I yr 895 ph 3534085
For Summer-June 15th to
Sept
15th
2 Bedroom,
(umished apartments (or
1130 00 per month Call
Newlove Really 353-7381
Preferred Properties Rental
Office has moved to The 4Ds
Club at the comer of 7th A
High For rental in(o. call
352 9378 or 352-7324
Summer ApartmentsSummer Reduced Rates
353 9863 351-1872

Student
Apartments Thr
Quiet Ones 353 9843 - 35!

Ml
FOR SALE OR RENT
1883 Chrysler 389 VI !• s
PB Auto 8800 Call 352

838 per moain Sublease
summer No 88 Greenview
SS148S7

Rooms A apts (or summerRooms for (all-near campus
Ph 351-7184
Fum apt I block Irom
campus June 351-0841
Maurer A Green Apu Now
leasing 1 A 4 man apis 3
man. 8885. 4-man, 030. 1
bdrm. lum. air cond wall

to-wall carpet Fall Qtr
leases. J52-0717. 352-7880
Rooms for men summer
fall 3 blks from University,
kitchen, recreation rm.
private entrance, call 3531705
Leasing a Greenview Apt is
only hall ol the (un-the other
hall is living in one 352-1195
Kldge Manor Apts. Bowling
(ireen's most convenient
apts 2 bdrm. summer leases
only 1140 per mo. including
all utilities 352-0717. 352 7660
Student
ApartmentsKesponsible Management
353-9883-352-1972
Gnbbins Gallery-I bedriu
apts 12 mth lease, furnished.
115950. also unfurnished 2
bedrm apts. 9 or 12. start at
885 each 835 Fourth St 352
0029
1 or 2 F needed to sublet ell
apt fall qtr only Call 372IS77
Pum apt Summer and Fall
352 7056
CAMPUS
MANOR special
summer rales 1130 per mo .
behind burger Chef for the
finest in campus living
Furnished complete. FULL
security system PARKING.
SHOPS. CLASSROOMS, all
at your front door Ph 3520302 352 7385. 352 4045
Apt to sublet summer 145mon 352-7333
I bedrm lum apt al
Greenview
Being
transferred Make offer 353
0803
2 F. Su . U CIS ISO mo Call
Judy 2-5878
Apt (or sub-lease summer
0,1 IWO mo S College Call
alters. Dave. 352-7875
2-man.
2 bedroom
apartment June rent paid;
Call 352-9101 after 5
Entire lower duplex, lum
utilities pd 4 persons 3548005
Now leasing (or Sept Haven
House Manor at comer o|
Mercer A E Wooster Model
open 7 days a wk 85 711 pmj
Tue-Fn l-S. 7-11 pm Sat and
Sun at 7th 9 high. 4Ds Clubj
352 9378 352 7324 352-7444 ■
For Rent Summer Quarter:
2-man apartment 352-0138
Rooms with kitchen lor male
students June A Sept Alter
4 00 pm 878-2198
2-bdrm lurnuaed apl lor
sum Air-cond. close u>
campus Call 352-7218 V
(is Talk price
Large house lor summer. 3
bedrooms, call Sieve. JtS1141
Rooms lo s»*M-S«a™rier
Kitchen 8148/Qtr 3534888
Kea
Adorable 2 man apartment
available lor summer "i
block from campus.
855 88. person 'monlh
Call
372.3123or 37M22I

Classifieds get results

TK. K> Newa, Ih„««*«,, May 11, If 73/tea). f

Needed: flight sickness bag
By

ABB

Hefhaeer

Stall Reportrr
When
Naval
Aviation
i recruiters were on campus
earlier this quarter, they
took potential applicants up
in one of the planes used for
flight training programs in
Pensacola. Fla.
However, because of an oil
leak, the plane returned to
Detroit before a BG News
appointment for a flight
could be taken.
But. the recruiters were in
Findlay yesterday and flew
to the airfield on Poe Road,
so a photographer. Gene
Puskar. and I pedalled out
for our promised ride
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Gen* Puskar took to the clouds in an aircraft owned by the
U.S. Navy. Lieutenant Junior Grade Steve Martin wot pilot.

THE PLANE was not one
to inspire confidence in the
faint-hearted. It was about
nine and one-half feet high
and 25 feet long, with a wing
spread of 32 feet
Lieutenant Junior Grade
Steve Martin, pilot, said the
craft is actually a military
version of a Beech Debonair,
a single-engine, two-seater
plane
Preparation for the flight
included donning a green
jump suit made of a mater
ial-nomex-which does not
bum and will melt only at
very high temperatures (900
degrees F.I
1 was also equipped with a
flight helmet and a microphone By pushing a button

on a lever to my left. I could
talk to the pilot.
While I was zipping up the
jumpsuit. Lt (j.g.) Martin
told me the parachute was
the back rest of my seat and
would be strapped on when I
got in the plane.
HOWEVER.
I
stopped
listening when they said
parachute My mind immediately raced back to the Aircraft Passenger Claim Waiver that I had just signed,
absolving the United States
government of responsibility
in the event of my injury or
death
I had agreed, by signing,
that I was taking the flight at
my own initiative, responsibility and RISK.
My life began passing
before my eyes.
Nevertheless. 1 swallowed
bravely and climbed into the
seat behind Lt. t j g I Martin
One strap went over each
leg I put my arms through
two more straps, the cords
for my microphone were
plugged in and 1 was secured
for flight
Then I received instructions on how to bail out in
case it became a necessity.
ALL I HAD to do was pull
the emergency release lever
for the cockpit, snap open a
hook that would release my
other strappings, unplug the
microphone cords, leap out

'Fighting for a black cause'
Bailor's Bole: The followiaf
article Is the last la a threepart series OB Mack fraternities.

Morton said The Ques are
noted for their lively social
ways, wild personalities and
tough pledge program, he
said

By Keaay White
Two years have come and
gone since Omega Psi Phi
was granted a charter on
this campus. Delta Epsilon
was the chapter awarded to
the "Ques" on September 8,
1970
With establishment of a
new chapter, the road to its
successful
operation
has
included many detours for
the Ques
William ftorlon. basileus
of the fraternity, outlined
three areas that the brothers
are working on to better in
the future
"We are trying to get
financially stable, build our
chapter up and get a house
for the brothers." I'orton
said.
I'orton emphasized that
trying to uphold the chapter
is like fighting for survival.
The Omegas are the third
black fraternity on campus
and they have the fewest
number of brothers i seven l
"Since the Omegas are the
most
selective of
the
fraternities on campus, this
drives a lot of prospective
pledges away from us."
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ONE
POINT
I'orton
stressed
was
that
the
Omegas do not consider
themselves greeks
"You cannot be black and
be a greek," Morton added
1
I is reasoning was that the
black fraternity situation is
not on the same level as the
white fraternities.
"We are in a black fraternity that is fighting for a black
cause, and in this bond we
strive for fraternal and
black
brotherhood
together." Morton said
"All of the three black
fraternities should have no
sanction in the so-called
greek system
Actually a
person could call us The
Ghetto' or The Mafia.' but
we still belong to a fraternity. We do not belong to an

"MANY OF THE brothers
are hung up in the air
because each of the three
organizations have, different ways of socializing, their
personalities are different
and then some of the frat
brothers cannot relate their
life style to other people."
Morton added
I 'en tun made it clear that
a fraternity is very relevant

to black brothers. As soon as
each fraternity can accept a
person for what he is. then
relations around this campus
will be 100 per cent better,
he said.
"When a big problem
occurs,
then maybe the
black fraternities will unite
and things will be better."
Morton said But. for now.
the roads for the three
blacks fraternities are roads

headed lor different destinations
The Omegas are trying to
establish a "Miss Black
Awareness" pageant that
will take place next fall.
They tried to have one this
year, but were unable to
schedule it at a proper time.
They are also trying to
hook up a party for the interest groups of the fraternities.

THEN LT. IJ.G.) Martin
executed a wing-over, which
serves as an indicator of the
passenger's ability to ride
through other maneuvers,
like barrel rolls, power dives
and loops.
A wing-over is a climbing
turn followed by a descending turn with a ISO-degree
change in direction. In other
words, the pilot drops the
left wing while ascending.
At the top of the turn the
plane is a little more than
perpendicular to the ground
(looking out the side window, the ground is directly

below) The turn is completed with the left wing still
down while the plane descends
Immediately
following
this maneuver. I realized
that something was not quite
right and scrambled around
in the pocket of my jump suit
for the traditional flight
sickness bag
I swallowed again, this
time in a desperate attempt
to hang onto my lunch To
take my mind off my problem. I inspected the cockpit,
talked to the pilot and
clutched my bag
ALL THE unmistakable
signs were there Lt. (j g I
Martin said sick passengers
start sweating, latching onto
the dies of cockpit, looking
around nervously and talking
to the pilot more
About three minutes later
we were landing and it was
the photographer's turn. IV
did much better, managing
to remain in the air for
loops, wing-overs and the
opportunity to drive the
plane himself.
During the loop. Puskar
said he experienced the
force of four and one-half
G's. (G's refers to the force
of gravity With four and
one-half
G's.
Puskar
weighed four and one-half
times as much as he normally weighs.)
I felt like I'd been hit
with a ton of bricks I was all
scrunched up My head was

in my lap-I couldn't bold it
up." he said.
Lt.
ijg i Martin said
women
are unable to
undergo training of this type
because at six or seven G't
they lose control of their
bladders.
LIEUTENANT
John
Fister, member of the official information team for
Navy Aviation, arranged the
flight
He said the team goes to
colleges all over northwest
Ohio explaining the officer
training program to interested students
Lt Fister said the flights
are offered to give prospective applicants a taste of
train mg flights
Lt Fister said the program is restricted to college
graduates Training is conducted in Florida. Mississippi and Texas.
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lake one before
bedtime.
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L0UDENVILLE
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AL-LYN APARTMENTS

Bargain Hunting?
Then come out to Greenview
Apartments. Lease a 1 or 2 bedroom apartment on a 3 quarter
lease at

SUBSTANTIAL SAVINGS!

So your stomach won't go to bed unhappy, we slay up late, lime}

THE QUIET ENVIRONMENT
FOR THE LEARNING STUDENT

1050 S. MAIN

All Apartments Are Complete With
2 Bedrooms with full length closets
Fully futnished including study desk
Fully carpeted with shag carpeting
Individually controlled an conditioning s gas heat
Full channel cable TV

1 bedroom - furnished
$1500*
2 bedroom - furnished
2 man $1750

Coppettone appliances plus spacious cupboards
Latgt stotage lockets
Handy coat and linen closets
Carpeted entrance and halls
laundry facilities in each building

3 man$1850

Large patios and gas gulls

4 man $1950

lighted parking areas and grounds

Get your Greenview T-Shirts
while they last!
Special Summer fates now in
effect
Call 352-1195

GREENVIEW
APARTMENTS

RESPONSIBLE MANAGEMENT
WITH 24 HOUR SERVICE
9 MONTH LEASES:
SEPTEMBER 15th TO JUNE 15th
S65 00 month/student on 4 student lease
12 MONTH LEASES
AND SUMMER LEASES AVAILABLE
iVont 2 or 3 student leases available

214 Napoleon Rd.
Love Thy Neighbor

Off k« open 12 to 8 daily

353-9863

352 5128

352 1972

SAVE $4 TO $5 ON NEW
LARK SPRING SANDALS

10

99
TO

12

99

Reg. $15 to $16. Featured is |usi one from our sun-season collection. Choose from white or brown krinkles: smooth calf leathers
in camel, white or brown suede leather Put savings at your feet!

STMUV H KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER
DETROIT BRANCH
11111W. Tee Met fat Seal 111
JOeTHf IEUJ. MICHICA*. 4M7S
1313) 354-*MS
Secom
Tkteair.
EeaoMa
Sun 1938
■concha, in princial cities
in US.
The Tutoring School with
Ha)) NatienwioB Raa>*J10)ti#fi.

HALF

500

PAIRS OF EARRINGS

49(f

Select Group of Sandals

SALE 3.99 to 6.99
Orej. SI I to St 5. Last yeat's sandals

2500 PAIRS Of EARRINGS 68c
AI.I.BKI.TSnmi.INAI.I.Y VAUKI) AT $6.95 NOW
904 E WOOSTER

-5 P.M

piked to save you dollars Buy now1

$1.95

of

training involves learning
the traditional and operational procedures of the
Navy and physical fitness
and swimming training
After the second half of
the training begins, the pilot
or regular naval officer
training begins
In the
pilot program,
enlistment runs five and onehalf to six years The naval
flight officer (NFO) program covers four and onehalf years NFO's handle
any job in the aircraft that
the pilot can't handle when
he is flying.

801-803 FIFTH STREET

I UtW wthmduh can bo loJwd
la moot mo'fwtawai nooae.

Special Caaaact Cexsss

organization that is symbolized
by
three
greek
letters."
When asked about the
problem of black greeks
relating to one another.
Morton said it is very bad
and that there is a lot of
misunderstanding among the
blacks.
The biggest conflict facing
the black greeks is their
inability to accept a person
for what he is, Morton said.
Many ties have been severed
because a brother belongs to
a different fraternity

the side of the plane (toward
the wing so 1 wouldn't hit the
tail), pull the ring (which by
this lime should be in my
right hand) to open the parachute, and float to earth.
At 3.000 feet we began to
circle and passed over the
University We climbed a
little more and flew over the
city of Bowling Green
We climbed still more and
passed over the entire earth,
almost. Farmland spread
out in neat patches for miles,
and Howling Green looked
like a little cluster of houses
plunked right down in the
middle
At 5.000 feet we leveled off
andLt (j.g.1 Martin demonstrated a stall, tie pointed
the nose of the plane up and
reduced the speed from 150
knots to 80 knots. The plane
stalled and dropped slightly
but we didn't lose much altitude.
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Diamondmen bomb Detroit
By FRED R. OKTI.I I'
AiiliUn t Sports Editor
Freckle-faced Ric Richmond won a personal battle,
celebrated his 20th birthday
and ended up with a
supurbly-pitched 9-5 nonleague victory over the
University of Detroit Titans
yesterday at Stellar Field.
The511", 185-pound Montpelier native concentrated
on keeping the ball downsomething he's had trouble
with all season ami glided
through the first seven
innings, allowing only a
Texas-league single in the
third
In the meantime, his
Falcon teammates were
enjoying a big afternoon,
staking Richmond to a 9-0
lead through six frames.
After that coach Don Purvis
called off the onslaught by
substituting freely.

.«
Final
OUl

"I GOT A save at Notre
Dame Hast weekend), but I
still wasn't keeping the ball
down.'' said Richmond, who
had been tagged with four
home runs in 25 innings of

Second baseman Mark April* makes an acrobatic tlab at a
ground ball and gets ready to fir* the ball to firttbaieman
Cruig Weaver for the final out in the Falcani 9-5 victory ovor
the Univertity of Detroit Titant in yesterday's action.

toil going into yesterday's
battle
"All day I thought about
keeping the ball down and I
finally just got it together."
he said.
The sometimes starting,
usually relieving Richmond
put his slider and curve to
good work to even his record
at 2-2 and lower his earned
run average to a flashy 2.25.
"I'll tell you what won the
game for us," testified Richmond as he dressed in front
of his locker. "Nine runs. It
gives a pitcher so much
confidence when the team
scores for you. When it's 0-0
you're tight, but when they
get you a couple of runs it
gets you up." he said
TO BE SURE the Falcons
[ 15-10-2 overall) were in an
offensive mood against the
team they had whipped, 9-4.
back on April 3.
Topped by third baseman
Ralph Clapp. who went 4-for4 and swatted home two
runs. Bowling Green got nine
safeties off four Detroit hurlers Kirk Taylor (0-1) got
his first start of the season

and allowed all nine runs in
five innings of work.
BG plated its first run in
the first on a fielder's choice
with the bases loaded and a
double steal by Paul Miles
(of secondl and Clapp (of
home).
THE FALCONS added
three more in the fifth on
only one hit but four walks
and a couple of sacrifices did
the damage. Four more runs
crossed the plate in the
sixth, highlighted by Clapp's
two-run single past a pulledin infield.
Captain Ralph continued
his lorried hitting of late. In
his last 11 games he's swung
at a .406 clip, with 15 hits in
37 at bats He's hit safely in
nine of those 11 games.
Currently Clapp's average
has climbed to .326. tops on
the club.
After the sixth inning.
Purvis began marching in
his reserves. In the end. 22 of
the 28 players dressed saw
some action, including Quentin I'aines. who got his ini- '
tial mound appearance of the
season.

Kaines followed Richmond
in the eighth inning, walked
the first two men he faced
then was slammed for four
straight singles before leaving in favor of Jim Salem.
Salem allowed an RBI
single-which was Detroit's
fifth and last run of the
game-before ending the

rally
Bowling Green ends its
short home stand with a 3:30
p.m. single game Friday
against Wayne State, before
going to Central Michigan
for a doubleheader Saturday
- Steve Price (1-1) will get his
first start in three weeks
Friday against WSU.

Pettorini's bat finally comes alive
By JOE BURCHICK
Sports Writer
It has taken a while but
things are finally starting In
click for Bowling Green
centerfielder Tim Pettorini
After
having
an
impressive
323 batting
average a year ago. "Rico"
started having his problems
at the plate as his average
fell below or near the 200
mark
"I starled hitting well
after we returned from our
spring trip, but I was always
hitting the ball right at
someone," Pettorni said. "I
guess things are finally
going my way now."
Pettorini's
newtound
hitting success was quite
evident in Ihe Falcons' three
game series at Notre Dame
last weekend Although BG
did drop two ol three games

Last season Pettorini
batted in the number one or
two spots in the lineup

to the Irish. Pettorini's stick
was alive and swinging as he
gained six hits in 10 trips to
Ihe plate, including his first
home run in three years of
college ball.
I hit the ball pretty well
but the wind helped it
some." admitted Pettorini.
"A (ew ol the guys said
though that it would have
been a home run anyway
without the wind."
RICO'S HITTING antics
over the weekend boosted
his average up from a
meagre .203 lo a somewhat
respectable 257
"You mean about 289,"
quipped someone in the BG
locker room where the
interview took place.
"Pa1 I wish." Pettorini
answered "I wouldn't mind
carrying a .289 average
around now "
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A versatile athlete in his
prep days at Columbus
K.i si iiiiinr
Pigh School.
Pettorini gained all-state
honors in baseball and
football. Pe also played on
the basketball squad
Pettorini was a shortstop
at K asm Km i before moving

Trm Pettorini
<i
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Pitting in the seventh spot
for most of this season.
Pettorini attributes this to
his low average this year.
"I got a lot of bunts and
infield scratch hits last
season thai helped my
average." Pettorini said
"With the pitcher batting
close behind me. I can t
afford to bunt too much, but
more or less just swing
away. Before. I was just
concerned with just getting
on base, but now I have to
try and bring the guys
around who are on base ''
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Sturt aids rebuilding
By KENNY WHITE
Assistant Sports Editor
There was a big ominous
figure sitting on top of the
whirlpool machine, leiting
the soothing (low of water
ease the pain of a sore ankle
Muscles couldn't help bul
pop all over the rock like
body of Fred Sturt as he
waited patiently for his
treatment to end so he could
escape the locker room
I kimbled i walked i over to
the giant athlete to see how
he has been progressing this
spring When he shook my
hand, it was like drawing the
cider out of an apple.
" How ya doing""
I was leeling pretty good
before 1 put my hand through
that vice of yours," was my
reply My hand resembled a
mangled jig-saw puzzle that
had a couple of pieces
missing.
Alter 1 regained my
composure. I asked the big
fellow a question or two
"The good Lord is Fred's
boss." was the way that the
Falcons
senior
guard
referred to his life style
"The best thing that could
have ever happened to me.
was the day that 1 accpeted
Christ into my life." Sturt
said Sturt made the point
perfectly clear that before
his first full varsity season
last year, he more or less a
fugitive with nowhere to
turn
Always blessed with the
ability to be a good athlete,
Sturt went searching for
someone who could give him
more faith and courage in
his own natural talents
His body reflects his
beliefs by the way he cares
for it. There is not one inch
of fat that can be found on
his 6'4", 247 pound frame.
He is constantly working
with weights in order to keep
his body in tip-top shape.

Over the winter months.

Sturt worked hard to put
pounds on his body and to
make his already powerful
body a lot more stronger.
Slurt succeeded in his
winter endeavors and
reported to spring drills 20
pounds heavier and stronger
than three bulls, two oxen
and a I ion
The Falcons strong guard
had a very good junior year
after coming off a knee
operation for the removal of
damaged cartilage
His
emergence from a mediocre
player to an exceptional
lineman, helped the Falcons
tremendously
in
their
rebuilding program
When asked how he was
doing this spring, the
"Swanton Stumper'
said
that he is having a better
spring than he anticipated
I learned a lot last year,
but I'm learning just a little
bit more right now." Sturt

said. Pe gives a lot of credit
to line coach Rey Dempsey
for making him the player
that he could be and
developing his skills.
One of his main concerns
for this upcoming football
campaign is to make the
club one complete unit. Pe
has visions of finishing out
his
college
career
champions of the MAC and
the victors of the Tangerine
Bowl in December.
Pe wants the Falcons
offensive line to be
recognized as the best in the
nation Sturt teams up with
Tony
Kijanko.
John
Czerwinski. Jon Brandyberry. Greg Meczka and
Bob Martin in being one of
the best veteran lines in the
country.
During many of the spring
workouts there have been a
lot of curious on lookers
gapping at Start's everyday

Fred Sturt

activities. One could say
without a doubt that Sturt is
a pro prospect right now
"He has all the tools (o be
a great one." was the way
one pro scout summed up
Sturt. One of the most
amazing things about Sturt
is his ability to run the 40
yard dash in 4 9 sec.
This along with his size,
height, quickness and
overall ability makes many
of these scouts leave the
Falcons camp with their
mouths gapping wide open.
With the spring drills
coming to an end this
Saturday. Sturt will still be
working on his return
engagement to summer
camp. Pe can hardly wait to
get started and for the
season to begin.
"I play football for the
witness of the Lord, and he is
the one who will make me
the player that 1 am this
season." Sturt ended.
FALCON TIDBITS:
Wingback Tony Bell missed
a practice session because of
a sprained back he suffered
while playing basketball
Tailback Greg Brewton also
sat out a practice with a
knee injury.
Rick
Newman was
handling the punt return
duties for the Falcons in
practice. A good choice to
have in the safety spot
because of his hands and
speed,
a
la
Chris
Farasopolous of the New
York Jets.
Equipment
manager
Glenn Sharp confirmed the
fact that the Falcons will be
more colorful this season, as
they will be sporting orange
pants.
Saturday's contest will be
broadcast live by campus
radio WFAL (680) Doing the
play-by-play will be Jack
Carle with Mike "Bones"
Bochnovich doing the color
commentary Game-time is
1:30.

to center! leld his freshman
year here, a position he has
held down since
"I didn't mind the
switch."
Pettorini
said
The main thing as a
(reshman was just getting a
chance to play. I've played
centerfield so much that I'd
probably be lost at any other
spot
'' I owe a lot to the game ol
baseball." he said "It got
me my scholarship to come
here and Us the main reason
why 1 am in school
Hopefully I can continue to
play ball professionally after
school
"I don't think there is
nothing tougher in sports
than trying lo hit a pitcher
who's throwing a ball at you
at 90 miles per hour,"
continued Pettorini
"You
must see where the ball is
coming, judge its speed and
make contact within a few
seconds This challenge is
perhaps the greatest thing
about the game "
Immediate goals for
Pettorini are winning the
Mid-American baseball title
and plaving professional
ball
"Oh, it would definitely be
great winning the MAC."
Pettorini said. "We can do
it. We got a lot of decent ball
players this year and if we
can gel the pitching and beat
Toledo all three games, we
got the title."

AFTER

SCHOOL

and

playing professional ball.
Pettorini hopes to do some
coaching at the college level
"It's a lot
more
challenging coaching college
ball than high school ball,"
he said "In high school ball

you have all kinds o( players
and are concerned with
helping them develop their
play, whereas in college you
can recruit and work with
your own players."

BG centerfielder Tim Pettorini it thrown out
by an eyelash, while trying to beat out a
ground ball in the Falcons win over Detroit
yesterday. BG will entertain Wayne State
Univertity tomorrow at Stellar Bold in a 3:30
contest.

Linkstnen second
The Bowling Green golfers
wrapped up their dual meet
season
yesterday
by
finishing second in a
quadrangular at
the
university golf course.
The University of
Michigan, who brought an
"A" and a "B" team after
Central Michigan cancelled
due to exams, took first
place honors with their "A"
team, shooting a total of 377.
Bowling Green, led by
medalist Tom Fortuna's 73.
(inished 12 shots back at 389
Michigan's "B" team was
third at 395. followed by Ohio
State at 398. The two wins
and a loss brought the
Falcon's record to 7-4 for the
season.
Down by only two strokes
at the turn, the Falcons had
three of their top four men
score in the 80s while
Michigan had three 75s and
two 76's. No. 1 man Rick
Faulk had a disastrous
backslide 43 to finish at 81.
followed by Ken Walters at
82 and Scott Masters at 84.
Masters score did not count
in Ihe team total, however.
Jim Stone fired at 76. and
Mark McConnell chipped in
with a 77.
IT WAS the first time all
year the Falcons had three
men over 80 and Faulk

suggested the layoff over the
weekend may have had an
effect "I'm not trying to
make an excuse, but I think
Scott. Ken and myself may
not have been mentally
sharp since we didn't face
any competition over the
weekend " Faulk. Walters,
and Masters, along with
Fortuna did not play in the
Bronco
Invitational
last
Saturday so that coach John
Piper could try to solidify

the bottom part of the
Falcon lineup.
Saturday will be the last
test for the Falcons before
the
Mid-American
Conference championship as
they travel to Purdue for the
Purdue Invitational.
It
should be a stem test since
the 12-team field includes
Big Ten powers Indiana.
Iowa, and Purdue, as well as
MAC schools Miami and
Ohio University -MAYS

Ruggers win
The BG rugby club defeated Michigan State 24-7 over the
weekend as several hundred people watched the ruggers win
their third straight on wind-swept Sterling Farm.
MSU broke out into an early 3-0 lead, but BG s Rick Borne
fell on a ball in the visitors end zone and put BG ahead, 4-3.
Minutes later. Tom Wentz added four more points on a siv
yard scoring run. BG had a slim 8-7 lead at half time...
As they have all season. BG's forwards came on strong in
the second half They dominated the rest of the game,
shutting off the MSU backfield Wentz scored his second try
of the game early in the second period.
Chip Ely took a pass from Tom Haige and went into score,
untouched, from seven yards out. Steve Kretz added the
extra points and BG led. 18-7.
Rick Griswald then put the game out of reach with a 20yard rush, with Krentz adding the conversion.
Club president Jim Haynes said. "I was really pleased
with the performance We've really come a long way since
our first game. These guys seem to get meaner every week.''
In the second game a combined BG "B" and "C" team tied
Elyria, 6-6

Turevon adds stability
If Bowling Green senior
Laun Turevon fulfills his
dream
of gaining .ill
American honors in lacrosse
this spring, the Falcon
goalie should receive credit
for being one of the most
successful failures of all
times.
Turevon's lifestyle seems
to be a successful climb up
the ladder of failure.
At East Pigh School in
Corning. NY the Falcon cocaptain failed to make the
baseball
team
as a
sophomore.
Looking for
something to do in the
spring, he tried out for his
school's lacrosse club which
was competing for the first
time in 1965
Although he is known as
one of the finest goalies in
the
midwest. Turevon
started his lacrosse career
as a midfielder But as a
high school junior, the
Corning East Club lost its
two goalies and Turevon
suddenly found himself in
the net.
"1 kind of got there by
default because nobody else
wanted to get shot at. The

coach must have seen me
fooling around during the
summer with a lacrosse
stick in front of a baseball
backstop trying to stop
tennis balls being thrown at
me." said Turevon.
WITH HIS NEW role as a
lacrosse goalie. Turevon
went on to lead his team to a
7-3 record as a senior while
winning honors on the
Upstate New York third
team.
When college time rolled
around. Turevon wound up at
Hobart because he couldn't
get accepted to Colgate
where his father had been a
basketball player.
With his only promise of
an athletic scholarship
coming from his ability to
make the Hobart football as
a sophomore. Turevon left
Hobart after one term and
returned home to attend
school and play lacrosse at
Corning Community College.
After sitting out his
sophomore season as a
transfer in 1970. Turevon
stepped into the nets last
season and helped the

Falcons to an 8-3 mark
which ranked BG 23rd in the
nation and second in the
midwest. He received allMidwest honorable mention
for his efforts.
With 14 seniors departing
from the 1971 team. Turevon
has been credited with
supplying leadership and

maturity on a young team
which has surprised the
experts by rolling up a 7-2
mark to rank 14th in the
United Stale Intercollegiate
Lacrosse i USILA) ratings
and a tie for the number one
spot in the midwest with
Kenvon and Denison.
"LAURI JUST gives us
consistency," said coach
Mickey Cochrane.
"I've
never known him to have a
bad game. He's either good
or great. And he doesn't get
rattled. He's our top
candidate tor ail-American
honors and certainly
deserving of any recognition
he will get ."
Living up to his life
pattern. Turevon rates the 87 loss to Syracuse last season
as the game he remembers
most. "We lost that game on
two goals in the last minute
and it really ticked me off.
i I've always been an antiSyracuse fan. and losing to
• them really hurt. Almost
' every game I remind myself
not to let another Syracuse
happen."
That's Laun Turevon,
successful failure.

